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Abstract

The íntent of this study was to investigate the effecLs of three

motivational Ëechniques upon high school studentsr perfonnance

on a selected physical fitness test, the flexed arm hang. In

additíon, any interact.ing effects between the sex of the subject

and the specific motivational Êechnique were assessed. A random

sample of 40 girls and 40 boys were assigned randomly Ëo one of

the following treatments: musical aceompaniment, goal seËting,

verbal encouragemenË, and control. Each subjecË $7as Ëested

individually on the flexed arm hang. The purpose of the test

r,ras to sustain Ëhe start posítion for as long a period of time

as possible. Results of a Ëwo-facËor analysis of variance

índicated that Ëhere rrlas no int.eraction at the .05 level of

signifícance betvreen the sex of the subject and the type of

motivational techníque used. Further, multiple t Ëests computed

on all possible pairs of means indicated that the performance on

Éhe flexed arm hang was not significantly different for any one

of the four treatnents when compared to another Ëreatment. Even

Ëhough all null hypotheses r¡Iere retained, Ëhere are numerous

psychological and environmenËal factors that affect the

performance of a physical task and influence how motivaËional

techniques affecË performance. Therefore Ëhe given Ëechniques

should not be dÍscounted as signifícant motivaÈors to increase

the performance of a physical Ëasic.

1x



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

"To consider the subj ect of motivaËion is, in the end to ask

ourselves the meaning of man, and why he does the things he does"

(Fabrin, 1968, p. 3).

Motívation has been described as the hearËbeat of any successful

program, as the po\,Jer that raises a mân to any level he seeks, and as

one of Ëhe most precious ingredients of any operation (Collins, 1980'

and Hessel, f980). One of the most widely accepted principles of

human behavior is that people perform besË when moËivated (Fisher,

A., L967).

Motivation and physical performance are collateral terms. A

discussion of athletic activity is incomplete wiËhout some reference

to an indivídualrs motivaËional dísposition. Fisher (L976) stated,

"BoËh ability and motivation are factors in performance, and if

eiÈher of them is entirely lacking, the performance does not occurrt

(p. 222).

Motivation is an abstract concept v¡hich is exceedingly

complicated and bewilderíng; it is noË observed directly, but rather,

is inferred from behavior. MoËívatíonal consËructs, whether Ëhey are

called drives, needs, or motives, are implicitly assumed to underlie

the perfonnance of motor skílls, and can be consídered the key to

understandíng behavior (MouLy, 1973, and Straub , L97B) .

1
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StaËement of the Problem and HypoËheses

"Can physical perfornance be ímproved through mot.ivatíonal

techniques? "

It is Ëhe inËent of Ëhis study t.o investigaËe the effects of

three motivational techniques, specifically, umsical accompaniuÌent'

goal setting, and positive verbal encouragemenË, upon high school

studentst performance on a selected physical fitness test, the

flexed arm hang.

In addítion, arry interacting effects between the sex of the

subject and the specific motivational technique, I¡/ere assessed.

Specifically the following hypotheses vüere tested:

1. On a selected physical fitness task, any motivaÈional technique

improves the performance of both male and female subjects, as

compared to no motivaËional technique.

2. The effect of the motivational technique is dependenË upon the

sex of the subject.

Rationale for the Study

Rationale for the Prob,lem and Hypotheses

The three motivational teehniques ínvestigated ín Èhis study'

relat.ive to their effectíveness in inproving the performance of the

flexed arm hang, r¡rere: musical accompaniment, goal setting, and

verbal encouragement. The raËionale for choosing these techniques

and the associated task, is based on the author's observatÍons and

field experience as a physical educaËion teacher and coach, as well

as on enpirical grounds.
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It r¿ould be of benefit to a teacher to be aware of moËivational

techniques thaË will capture Ëhe sËudentts interesE irmredíately as

he/she enters the class; techniques that could be applied to the

class as a whole. Music is an example of a technique that can be

applied to the class as a whole.

The research studíes, deËailed in the review of literature'

lend supporË to the hypothesis Ëhat music improves the performance of

a physícal fitness Ëask. Specifícally relevant studies include those

by Dillon (L952), Chipman (L967), Grocki (1968), Koschak (L975), and

Anshel (1976).

Goal settíng was chosen as a second motivaËional technique.

This technique ís based upon the concepts of several researchers in

the field of motivatíon.

Cratty (1968) explains that by adolescence, the individual is

ar¡rare of his ability on a varíety of motor tasks, and that he is more

inËerested in individual improvement rather than his ranking ¡¿íthin a

group. Therefore, self-improvement, whÍch can be ínspíred by goal

setting, is a sËrong motivaËional technique to improve performance of

secondary studenËs.

Mouly (L973) explains Ëhat there is a strong need for ego

enhancement in adolescents, especíally ín rníddle class boys. Goal

seËting can be an effective motivaËional technique to improve

performance as a means of attainíng prestige and peer status, as well

as feelings of adequacy and self-esteem, providing the goal is

atÈained.

Oxendine (1968) suggests thaÈ setting a goal is especially

appropríate and easy to establish in physical fitness tests.
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Straub (1978) stated, "Probably the single most exciting

technique for motivatíng athleËes in recent years is that of shared

responsíbility and/or collaborative goal setting't (p. 59).

Detaíled ín the review of literature are the research studies

that lend support to the hypothesis that goal settíng improves the

performance of a physical fítness task. Specifically relevanË

studies are those by Strong (1963) , Locke and Bryan (1966) , I^Iílmore

(1968), Harvey (1970), Solinski (L970), Manness (L97L), Botterill

(L977), and Nelson, J.K. (1978).

Verbal encouragement vras chosen as a Ëhird moÈivating techníque

for the following reasons. Firstly, the Manitoba Physícal FiÈness

Performance Test Manual and Fitness Objectives offers administratíve

suggestíons in conducting the flexed arm hang test' one of then being

thaÈ it is essentíal that the subjects receive encouragement through

verbal motivation. Secondly, Cratty (1968) stated, "The ability to

raise and lor¿er notivatiónal levels of performers via verbal

exhortation or verbal pacification ís one of the most desired

qualities in a coach or physical educaËor" (p. 78). Thirdly, as

descrj-bed in Èhe reviernr of literature, the following researchers lend

support to the hypothesis thaË verbal encouragement ímproves the

performance of a physical fitness task: Gerdes (1958), Nelson, J.

(L962), and Hall and Cain (1965).

The flexed arm hang was chosen as the perforurance task to be

tested for several reasons.

CraËty (L967) suggesËs that experimenters r¿ho have studíed the

effects of motivational techniques, such as goal setËing, often use

moÈor Ëasks because Éhey produce exact performance scores. Cratty
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also sËates that arousal is greatest during a task which requires an

intense and sustained effort. The flexed arm hang demands an intense

and sustained effort.

Kraus and Hirschland (L964) tesËed and compared American and

European children aged 6 Ëo 16 years on the fítness components of

strength and flexibility. Their conclusíons showed that over 50

percent of Ëhe American children failed Ëhe strength and flexibility

tests, while less than 10 percent of the European children failed the

tests. Kraus and Hirschland explained the high percentage of

American children failing the tests due to the high degree of

mechanization in our society, and lack of uruch physical activity due

to mechanization. They urged Ëhat muscular Ëests be gíven at regular

intervals and made a part of the sËudentts complete school record.

An iurplication of this suggestion is for physical education Ëeachers

to make use of muscular tests, such as the flexed arrn hang, at

regular intervals in the school year, t.o be used as a personal

assessment of fitness.

A vital concern of physical educaËors is the physical fitness of

their sÈudenËs, and the improvement of their performance capacities.

Most evenÈs in athleËics requires, above all else, the component of

strength. It is believed that indíviduals who do not possess an

adequate auounË of muscular strength cannot learn and perform physical

skills to an opËimun level (McCloy, f934). McCloy furÈher sËates

that arm strength ís very important ín the prediction of general moËor

ability. He believes that the development of sËrengËh in the upper

body would improve the performance of any type of athletic event, and

from Ëhe standpoínÈ of promoËíng a more skillful performance, and
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i,rith iË the greater interest and pleasure in participation, such

development should be assured in school physical educaÈion.

The six criteria that MaËhews (I973) suggests be used to evaluate

a test ín terms of its scientífic worth are: reliabílity, objectivity,

validíty, norms, administrative feasibility, and educational

application.

The flexed arm hang is a standardízed test of physical fitness

Ëhat is extensively used, and has long been accepted in the physical

education professíon. Standardized tests, which have prepared

standard directíons and provide norms, as in the flexed arm hang tesÈ'

satisfy the criËeria of objectivity and reliabiliËy (Knapp & Leonhard,

l-968). The flexed arm hang test is simple enough to be administered

wiËh a mÍnimum amount of equipmenÈ, and is practical both economically

and Èime wise. Concerning the educational applicaÈíon, MaËhews (1973)

states that physical educators should include tests of strength and

endurance as part of the sËudentrs evaluation. Mathews describes

strengÈh tests, such as the flexed arm hang, as being one of the most

practical measures to evaluate the fítness of school-age chíldren.

Hypothesis one staËes that on a selected physical fitness task,

any moÈivaÈional technique improves the performance of both male and

female subjects, as compared Ëo no motivational technique. The

raËionale for this hypothesis is based upon the following concepts.

Behavior, desirable or undesírable, does not just happen; it

occurs in response to some form of sËimulation and ís dírected to¡¡ard

attainment of a goal (Mouly, L973). MoËivation affecËs the individual

through physiological changes, conscious sensations within the

indívidual, and results in a more activated behavior, on the part of

Ëhe individual, which can be easily observed and measured (Oxendine,
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1968). Motivation is responsible for Ëhe persísËence at any acËivity'

the inËensity and vigor of the performance relative to standards

(Singer, I976).

Hypothesis t\"ro sËates that the effect of the motivational

techníque is dependent upon the sex of Ëhe subject. The rationale

for this hypothesis is based upon the following concePts.

Veroff , I,,lilcox, and Atkínson (1953) suggest that related

learning experiences of males and females rnay be different enough so

that Ëhe same cues in the environment may have differenËial

motívating effects on the t\,Io sexes. These auËhors view adolescence

as the time when the female role becomes more clearly defined as a

noncompeËiËive role, and achievement is assigned almost exclusívely

to Ëhe male role.

Investigators have suggested that males and females differ ín

their need for stímulating achievement behavior (Straub' 1978). It

has been argued that females work for love and approval, whí1e mâles

work for m¡steïy. Females and m¡les are eclually accurate in

assessing Ëheir abilities, but they tend to errol in opposite

direcËions; fsmales tend to underestimate their competence and m¡les

tend to overestimate their competence.

AchíevemenL stirríng is particularly characteristic of the

middle class way of lífe, especially among males' presurably because

of ¡he greater social exPectatíons for boys to get ahead in our

socieËy (Phillips, 1958). Achievement is an avenue to self'respect

for Ëhe mples in our society (Mouly, L973).

At the canadian Psycho-Molor Leârning and sport Psychology

Symposir:m (f975), ïesearchers indicated that sporË achievenent is far
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and a\,ray more impoïtant as a value ¿unong adolescent boys than achieve-

menË ín other spheres of their life.

LefcourË (1966) summarizes research showing that the need for

achievement may be less useful for predicting female perforaance than

iË ís for male perfonnance. He recormends that more investigations

concerned with achievement include sex as a variable'

1Ë has been speculated that some females have a motive to avoid

success (Beck, 1978). Some authors see thís as equívalent to the

fear of failure, or as a conflict between social stereotypes.

Beck (1978) states that laboratory research has shovm females

with a motive to avoíd SucceSS do r¿orse on a conpeËitive, masculine,

and,/or difficult task, while females without Ëhis motive do better

than their counterparts.

From personal observaËions the author believes that many girls

view the flexed arm hang as a masculine and difficult task. Beckrs

(1978) interpretation of how this rnotive affects performance is that

females vrith the moÈive to avoid success are in conflict about

success in competitive siËuations, and their perfonnance suffers; the

females v¡ithout the motive are challenged to do as best as they can'

and do not have any ambivalence about doing so.

Detailed in the revie\,J of literature are the research studies by

sËrong (1963), Summer and Johnson (1979), and tr^Ialter and Marzoff

(1951) that lend suppoït to Ëhe hypothesis Ëhat the effect of the

mot,ivaËional technique is dependent upon the sex of the subject.

Significance of the Study

It is the intenË Ëhat this investigation of knowledge and
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research findíngs, concerning motivational techniques and the factors

that influence motivational levels, will be of value to the physical

educator, by helping hin understand the relationshíp between

motivatíon and performance, with the possibility of discovering a

motivational technique which will result ín a sígnificantly ímproved

behavíoral performarrce.

The currenË widespread ínterest in physical fitness has focused

attention to the relatíonship of motivation and performance. It is

hoped that thís study will answer sone of the questions that the

physícal educator may have concerning the relatíonship between

motivation and the optimal level of performance; such questions as:

1) "How do you get the student moving without literally building

that rproverbial fire'under hin? and 2) "Inlhat needs to be said or

done to encourage the student to put forth a maximum effort?"

It is a generally accepted fact that people learn what they want

to learn, and that the motivated índivídual is essential for learning

and effective perforïrance.

A motívated condition is essenËial not only for learning' but

. also for effective performance in motor skí1ls. For this

reason, educators in general, and physícal educators and coaches

in particular, devoËe consíderable efforÈ towards motÍvating

students. (Oxendine, 1968, p. L972)

Tutko and Richards (1971) believe thaË the most important role

played by Èhe Ëeacher is that of a motivator.

Daughtrey (1973) further states that, "underlying all efforÈ to

improve the quality of Ëeaching is the elemenÈ of motivatíon" (p. 253).

Inspiring children to use their potenÈialiËies for maxÍmum
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self-realization is obviously Èhe most importanË task facing Ëhe

teacher, for, Ín Ëhe final analysis, he is the key to motivation

in the classroom. (Mouly, L973, p. 344)

Any finding which indicates that a majority of students, in a

large heterogeneous ability class, are likely to increase their outpuË

under a given stimulus should be of consíderable interest to teachers.

hhile there seens to be little doubt that motivaËíon ís important

in stÍmulating individuals to learn and perform, motívation is found,

by teachers, to be a problem. Mouly (L973) stated, "It probably no

area of pedagogical endeavor is Ëhe teacher so inadequate as in the

area of motivation" (p. 337).

Roundy G967) identified and rated the problems faced by

Ëeachers of boys physical education at the secondary level. The

provision of effectíve and continuous motivat.ion was raËed as a major

concern by 38 percent of .the respondents.

Tu and Rothstein (L979) stated that a persistent problem in

school physical education classes has been Ëhe identification and

application of moËivational Ëechniques, which can be used to

sËimulaËe parËicipation or improve performance.

A teacher will mosÈ certainly encounter sËudents who do not

exhibit any desire to perform, and it is in understandíng and

attempting Èo cope with such students that a knowledge of motivaËion

rn¡í1l be useful (Ausubel & Robinson, L969). A Ëeacher cannot "make"

a studenË be motivated, but he can arrange condiËions Ëhat \,rill

íncrease t.he probabílity of moËivatíon becomíng stronger.

Carefully selected and conducËed experíences can take an

unmotivated student successfully through a learning segment and
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cause hiin to become increasingly rnotivated for future learning.

(Russell, L97L, p. víí)

The task facing teachers is to fínd motÍvational techniques that

will arouse the individual to achieve the task at hand. These

Ëechniques should be ín the best interests of the indivídualts

educaEion, such as techniques thaË result in a positíve at.titude

toward exercise and an increased desire to engage in physical

acËi-vity. Teachers must also be aware thaË due to individual facËors,

such as various socioeconomic backgrounds, emotíonal reaction,

expectations, etc., there are not any specific t'hard fastil rules;

there is no single best notivational technique for all studenËs and

tasks.

A furËher need for a study of this nature is suggested by the

fact that the research which has already been done on the topic of

moËivaËíon has produced much variability and discrepancy amongst

investígators concerning the effecËiveness of varíous motivational

techniques.

Lrrhíle Strongrs (f963) study of six moËivating techniques, the

rnajority of techniques involving some form of competition, concluded

that motivation significantly increased performance on physical

fiËness tests, Reichenbacln (1972) rs study did not conclude símí1ar

results. Reíchenbach determined the relative influence of four

motivation techniques, two of which involved a form of compeËítíon,

on Ëhe performance of r¿ork on Ëhe bicycle ergometer. Reichenbach did

not find any sígnificanË difference between the motivaËed groups and

t,he conËrol group, in terms of the accumulated r¡ork performed.

Zebas (1975) tested high school girls in their performance of
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Ëhe standing broad jump, under the tr¡o motivational techniques of

monetary reward and visual feedback through the use of a videotape

recorder. She concluded Ëhat boËh her moËivating techniques díd not

affect. Ëhe distance jumped by the student executing Ëhe standing

broad jump.

The research studies, explained under the review of literature,

by Grocki (1968), Koschak (L975), and Anshel (L976), lend evidence to

Ëhe suggestion thaË a musical accompaniment can be used as a

motivational technique to improve the performance of a physical task.

However, Ëhe invesËigations by Nelson, D. (f963), Coutt (1965), and

McCormick (1972) do not. support music as being an effective motivating

Ëechnique to improve performance.

A personrs motivation is generally believed to be a function of

both extrinsic, and inËrinsic incentives, thaË is, stimulí that act

upon the indívidual to respond with Ëhe desired behavíor. Extrínsic

motivation comes from Èhe expectation of rewards, either material ín

nature, or in the form of praise and admiration. Intrínsic

moËivation cones from drives, psychological and physiological

processes, and frou needs, such as the desire for achievemenË

(Singer, L976).

Traditionally, from an athletic víewpoinÈ, motivation is often

seen so1e1y in extrinsíc Ëerms. Physical educat.ors have always used

avrards Èo encourage and motivate individual improvement in skíll

development and physical fitness (Singer, 1980).

Singer (1976, 1980) expressed his viewpoint that excessive use

and reliance on rewards can have severe consequences, He questíons

why people attempt to manipulate oÈhers externally, ú/iÈh liÈtle
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regard to personal facËors as the cognitive and affective processes.

Fisher, A. (L976) stated, "Unless extrinsic notivators are used

sparingly and cautiously, they

OrLeary and Drobman (1971)

technique of reinforcement is a

only be used with caution.

do more harm than good" (p. 245) .

vüarn people that using rewards as a

very complex undertaking and should

Mouly (L973) staËed, "A certain amount of the trouble teachers

experience in motivating children stems from Ëoo exclusive a reliance

on extrínsic incentives" (p. 346). Too many teachers attempt to force

learning and performance through rer¿ards Èhat are relaËed only

artificíally to the activity, instead of concenËratíng on making the

task ínÈeresting, challenging, and/or providíng for the saËisfaction

of sEudentts needs, such as the need for achievement.

Straub (1978) expressed hís viewpoint that the overuse of

extrinsíc íncentives has become a serious problem, and that onets

intrinsic moËivation is beíng undermined by extrinsic motivation.

Ridsdalers (L977) study on the effecËs of rer¿ards upon inËrinsic

motivat,íon and perform¡nce quality, lends credence to the contention

that exËrinsÍc incentives within Èhe sports milieu may have negative

effecËs upon the participantrs intrinsíc motivation.

I^Ihile studies of verbal errcouragenenË and motor skills reveal

beneficial advantages in improving performance when praise is used,

as discussed in Ëhis study under the revíew of literature, by

researchers such as Gerdes (1958), Nelson, J. (L962), and Hall and

Cain (1965), the invesËigaËions by Gerwitz and Baer (1958), Caskey

(1968), and Radlinskí (f975) do not support the use of verbal

encouragemenÈ as an effectíve motivaËor to increase performance.
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It is hoped that an investigaËion of Ëhis nature will make a

contribuËion to the field of physical educaËion, by updating the

literature on relevant data, involvíng a physical fítness tesË which

is very conmon to physical educators, and is recommended for use by

Ëhe Manitoba Fitness Committee, the Canadían and American AssocíaËion

for Health, Physical Education and RecreaËíon.

In reference to the topic of the need for achievement, general

theory largely confines its empí-rical support to research with males,

because of the scarcity, ambiguity, and inconclusiveness of empirical

findings on female subjects (t"tcclelland & Steele, 1973).

In Ëhe revíew of literature, on the AcËivaÈion-Arousal Theory

as described in Straub (f978), Oxendine closes with the comment, "1,I.

need much more field research in sport settings before refinement can

be made in the use of techniques for promoting the desired aroused

level of athletíc participantsr' (p. 85).

Linitations of the SËudy

There are three limitations of this study. The first linitatíon

concerns the physical- fitness test. The validity of such a test is

dependent upon securing an "all-out" effort by the participants. IË

is difficulË to determíne v¡hether the individual is trying his best in

any test. Secondly, there may have been experimental bías from the

subjects. Knowing that they were part of a projecË mighÈ have

affected their behavior. Further, some males may have been inhibited

with a fernale experimenter who, for the majority of them, r{as not

their teacher. Thírdly, alËhough the auÈhor aËtempËed to standardize
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been experimenËer bias if she

with various students.

Delimitations

The delÍrnitations pertain to the sample, task, and independent

variables investigated ín this study, and the reliability of the

flexed arm hang test. First.ly, the daËa were obtained from a random

sample of 40 girls and 40 boys, who were enrolled ín the 1980 to 19Bl

second semester physical education classes aË Sturgeon Creek Regional

Secondary School. Therefore, inferences and conclusions from this

study are only generalizable to Ëhe corresponding population. In

addition, the data obtained are specific to the flexed arm hang, and

cannot be considered representative of all motor tasks. Further, the

interpreËatíon of results regarding the effects of motívaËion is

límited to the specific motivational techniques investigated. Finally,

the music selected as one of the motivational techniques is specific

to the "popularity" of the age range of the students composing the

sample.

The reliabílity of a test ís the degree of consistency of

results upon repeated application of the test (Meyers & Blesh, L962).

Irrhile the flexed arm hang is a standardized test of physical fiËness

thaË is extensively used, and has long been accepted in the physical

education profession (LaPage, 19Bl), Feldt and McKee (1958) question

the esËimation and interpretatíon of reliability of physical education

skill tests. ReliabiliËy is derived from three scores. Firstly, Ëhe

obËaíned score is the numerical value which acÈually arises when Ëhe
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subject Ëakes the test. Secondly, the Ërue score is the mean of a

hypothetical infinite series of measurements on Ëhat subject, each

measurement being independent of Ëhe others and all taken under the

same condítions. The error score is the difference between the

obËained score and true score, which is a funetj-on of many internal

and external factors. To obtain a true score, an infínite number of

trials should be taken and Ëhe scores averaged. However, because the

flexed arm hang requires an inËense and sustained effort by the

individual performing the task, more Ëhan one trial at a given testing

session would Íntroduce a fatigue factor, Ëhat would negatively effect

the outcome of results. Therefore the author of thís sËudy used only

one trial score, as did Solínski (1970) and Manness (L97L), buË

accepts this procedure as a delímitation in the interpretation of her

results.

Definitíon of Terms

Motivation

The deËerminants of human behavior, whether they are called

drives, needs, or motives, are generally ericompassed under the heading

of motivaËion. Singer (f980) describes motivation as a state of need

or a desire to learn or achieve. Mouly (1973) describes motívation

as a sËate in which the organismrs energies are rnobilized selectively

tor^¡ard the attainment of a given goal. Daughtrey (1973) defines

mot.ívation as, "that wiËhin the individual r,¡hich incites hin to action;

any ídea, need, emotion, or organic sËate Ëhat prompts hin to an

action" (p. 24L).
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Motivation, defíned in a scienÈific sense, is a measure of

dírection and inËensity of expenditure of animal energy (Fabrin,

1968).

Motivat.íon comprÍses three aspects of behavior, called the

activating, direcËing, and sustaining aspects. The activating

funcËion is described by r.rords such as arousal, stress, and tension.

The directing and sustaining functions are described by words such as

drive, need, incenËive, and motive. Drives, defined as a state of

disequílibrium or physiologícal tension, cause an indivídual to behave

ín a particular manner to saËisfy an organic need. A need is a state

of deficiency or excess. Incentives are sËirnulí that act upon the

individual Ëo respond with the desired behavior. Motives are factors

or condiEíons that arouse and direcË the organísm toward certaín

stimuli, and attempt to explain the intensity vriËh \^Ihich the

Índividual engages ín something and/or the effort sustaíned in some

activities; motives influence performance of a task. The motive is

terminated by reaching a goal or obtaíning a reward (Murray, L964).

Dríves initiaËe the acËion to satisfy needs, but incentives and motives

determine the specific behavior that results (Fisher, A., L976, and

Mouly, L973). As an example, one of the prímary moËives in

performance of a motor skill is the desire for mastery of that

physical task to satisfy a basíc achievemenË need (Cratty, 1968).

The Ëwo sources of motivation are extrinsic and intrínsic in

nature. Extrinsíc motivation sËems from Ëhe expectation of revlards'

eiËher of the materíal kind, or in the forn of praise. It places

value on factors secondary Ëo the focal learning or the perfonnance

itself. Int.rinsic motivaËion stems from the drives, psychological
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and physiological processes, and Ëhe needs such as Ëhe need for

achievemenË and personal competence (Knapp & Leonhard, 1968, and

Singer, L976).

Incentives

Incentives are objects or conditions that have the possibilities

for satísfyíng the individualts needs, and Ëherefore can become the

goals torsard which behavior is directed. The effect.iveness of

incentives ín orienting behavior is a function of the expectations

they hold for the indivídual from Ëhe standpoÍnt of hís needs.

Extrinsic and intrinsic applies to the relaËionship between the task

and the goal (Mouly, L973).

Extrinsic Incentive

Extrinsic incentives are arbitrary reinforcers acting from

outside the indivÍ-dual, that are not related directly to the behaviors

i¿hích produce theur. Examples include money, praise, or the avoídment

of punishment and blame. A given response is learned or performed

t'in-order totr receíve the re\"rard. The acËivity is performed as a

means to an end (Fisher, A. , 1976; Murray, L964; Young, 1961).

Intrinsic Incentive

Intrinsic incentives are cues ínherenË in the learning process

itself, that are directly related to the behavior Ëhat produced Ëhem.

Intrinsic factors are mediated by the individual himself , \'¡ho derives

saËísfaction from the activity itself. The activity is an end ín

itself, as opposed to means to an end (Sloane & Jackson, \974, and
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Straub, 1978).

Aspiration

Aspiration is a feeling one has concerning hís potential for

performance; iÈ is a personts expectaËions, goa1s, or claims on his

ov¡n future achievement (Cratty, L967, 1968). One's aspíration level

is Ëhe level of future performance in a familar task, which an

individual, knowing his pasË performance at that task, explicitly

undertakes to reach (Grocki, 1968).



CHAPTER ÏI

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The development of the hypotheses tested in this study resulted

from the revier¿ of literature in the different buË related areas of

physical education, psychology, and sociology.

It has been knov¡n for a number of years Ëhat the "so called"

maximum strengËh and endurance of an individual can be altered by

changing the physical and/or psychological environment in which the

índivídual performs (I^Iilmore, 1968). I,iilrnore suggests that

motivation breaks down the individualrs psychological barriers, thus

allowing the individual to surpass any leve1 previously desígnated as

his physical capacity.

The review of líterature is divided into six subsecÈions. The

logical and empirical daËa relaËive to musical accompaniment, goal

setting, and verbal encouragement being used as motívaËional

techniques, is díscussed under each respective heading. The fourËh

subsection discusses the three Ëheories of motivation, that is, the

Hull-Spence Theory, the Attribution Theory, and the Activation-

Arousal Theory. The fifth subsection discusses the need for

achievement, and its relaËed topic of aspiration level. The final

subsection discusses the variability among the sex of the subject.

20
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Musical Accompaniment

The purpose of this subsection is to identify relevanE logical

and empirical data relating to music being used as a motivatíonal

technique.

The use of music has become very popular in the fíeld of

physical education (Oxendine, 1968). Music is often played vrhÍle

teams are warming up for an athletic contest.

It is logical to assume thaÈ certain types of music, espeeially

wiËh a stírring beat, may result in a measurable increase in excit-

abilíty, and therefore, stimulate an individual to produce a greater

effort during a performance task. Oxendíne (1968) stated, "IE is

clear that emotíonal excitement has a profound effect on an

individualrs perfornance, but the exact nature or extent of its

effect has not been deËermined" (p. 183).

Dillon (1952) concluded Èhat sv¡irnrners who !üere taught !üith a

musical accompaniment improved more ín theír swiruning speed than the

conËro1 group.

Chipnan (L967) studied the effects of music on the number of sit-

ups done by children aged L2 xo 13 years. He found Èhat Ëhose

chíldren performing with a quick tempo type of music, had

signifícantly higher scores in the iniËial Ëest, and higher improve-

ment scores in the subsequent test, than the control group.

Grocki (1968), in his study of ninth and tenth grade boys,

performing various exercises over a six day testing period, concluded

that. music enhanced the boyst physical performance.

Kochak (L975) found in her study on college I¡romen, that a musical

accompanimenË significantly improved the number of pushups done in a
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tvro trial test of four selected exercises.

Anshel (L976) studied Ëhe effects of music on 32 graduate

sÈudents, on Ëhe ability to perform the physical endurance task

riding a bicyle ergoueter. He concluded that the mere presence

music promoted endurance of this physícal Ëask.

Franklin (1978) suggested that music be used by the exercise

leader or fitness program coordinator, to sËimulate interesË and

enthusiasm among participants.

Strobel and Bird (1978) observed a school in Scarborough,

Ontario that used music during physical workouts, and concluded Ëhat

music v/as an effective notivaËor in increasing work output.

Lrhile these previous studies support the possibility that music

can be used as an effective motivator to increase physical

performance, the following Èhree sËudies concluded Ëhat music did not

have any effect on the performance of individuals ríding a bícycle

ergometer.

Nelson (1963) studied the effecËs of varied musical accompani-

ments on 16 subjects riding the bicycle ergometer for 90 seconds.

He concluded that rrusi.c did not have any favourable or unfavourable

effects on the endurance performance of the bicycle ergometer.

Coutt (1965) studíed the pulse rates of 15 subjects, and their

bicycle ergometer riding tiues, under three condítions of fast music,

slow music, and without music. The analysis of variance did not show

any significant difference among the effects of the Ëhree conditions

for riding speed.

McCornick (L972) studied 26 eoLLege \^romen riding a bicycle

ergometer for as fast as they could for 10 minutes, under five

of

of
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difference anong the groups in

the control group.
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She did not find any significant

distance travelled, as comPared to

Goal Setting

The purpose of this subsection is to identify relevant logical

and empirical data relating to goal setting, or level of aspiration,

being used as a moËivational technique.

Frank (1935) defined level of aspíratíon as, "Lhe level of future

performance in a familiar task whích an individual, knowing his level

of past performance in that task, expliciÈly undertakes to reach"

(p. 119). Aspiration level is an individual's expected or projected

goal relative to his future performance (Cratty, L967). It is part.

of the goal-directed aspect of intrínsic motivation that refers to

the expectancy and pursuit of a "hoped-foril conditíon (Fisher, 4.,

t976).

Oxendine (1968) suggests that goal setting is one of the

strongest. motívators thaË can increase performance, while Strong

(1963) suggests it is a motivational technique Ëhat is basic to all

forms of mot.ivation.

Ko1b, I,Iinter, and Berlev¡ (f968) hypothesized that,

CpnrniËmenË Ëo a goal lends to changes in behavj-or because this

commitmenË a) increases moËivaÈion Èo change by emphasizing in

consciousness Ëhe discrepancy betrveen current behavior and ideal

behavior and b) increases Ëhe probability Ëhat the behavíor

rather than the goal r,rill be changed sinee conscious cormnitment

Ëo a goal reinforces the value and stability of that goal
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(p. 4s7).

There are a nr:mber of research studies that suPporË the use of

goal setting as an effective motivaËional technique increasing

performance.

Anderson and Brandt (1939) tested a total of 77 grade 5 students

on the i^Ioodworth-I,iells Cancellation TesË, comparing a control group

to an experímental group that used goal setting as a motivational

technique. The Ëest \,Ias administered twice a T¡/eek for three

consecutive weeks. During the first trial both groups received the

same control technique; during the following trials the control grouP

received Ëhe control technique, while the experimental group received

the motivational technique. The results showed that on the initial

trial both groups vüere fairly equaËed on their test scores. However,

on trials 3, 41 5 and 6 the experimental group showed a mean score

significantly superior to both ËheiT ovrn first trial and to all the

tríals of the control group.

Tomekovic (L962) ínvestigated the vrork of lathe-operators in

three factoríes. First, testing his hypothesis with schoolage

children, then vrith the facËory workers, þe concluded that

performance goals set by the workers and supervísor acted as a

significant motivating technique to increase Ëheír \,rork output, as

compared to beíng told what to do by their supervisor.

sËrong (1963) Ëesred 434 grade 6 girls and boys to deÈermine the

effects of six motivaLional condítions on seven physical fitness

tests. Motivation was found to be a signifÍcant factor in increasing

the perfonnance scores of the fitness tests, with Lhe goal seEÈing

and team competition techníques being the strongest motivational
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conditions in improving performance.

Locke and Bryan (L966) tested the principle that performance

goals ínfluence one's level of performance. They studied nale

university students on a complex psychomotor task. One group was

given a specific goal, and the other group r¡as Ëold to do their best.

The group given Ëhe goal measured a greaËer intensity of effort per

unit of time on Ëhe task than the other group.

A further sËudy by Bryan and Locke (L967) suggesËed that goals

can be used to motivate índivíduals, who are not highly inËernally

motivated to perform a Ëask, or who must perform a Ëask thaË to them

is dull and uninteresËing, for example, as in a Ëest situation. The

subjects were 10 male and 10 female university students, who were

grouped according to their personality characËeristic as being a

tthight' motivation person or a ttlowtt motivation person. The trhightt

motivation group was told to do theír best, while Èhe "low" motivation

group was gíven a specific goal to attaín, on an arithmetic Ëask.

Towards the completion of the second retest, the "lotrtt motivation

group had improved, to the level of the t'high" motivation group, both

in terrns of performance and favourable aËtitudes Ëol¡/ards the Ëask.

I^Iilmore (1968) tested 22 coLLege males on Ëheir work capacity on

the bicycle ergometer. Each subject \,ras motivated Ëhrough a

competit.ive siÈuation, of having each person set his own goal

competing against his past performance, and simulËaneously paired

against a partner, the two being matched by Èheir past performance.

The resulËs showed that the mean vüork output and riding time for the

motivated group was signíficantly greater Ëhan the control group's

work ouËput and riding time.
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Harvey (1970) investigated the effects of four motivaËional

techníques upon childrents performance on selected sport skil1s. ilis

conclusions included that settÍng a goal was effective in improving

the perfollnance of students in grades four and five on three sport

skills.

Solinskí (1970) tested the effects of orally setting a goal on

12 male varsity athletes performing Ëhe flexed arm hang. His resulËs

showed that at Ëhe.05 level of significance, the experinental group,

that orally stat.ed a goal, signíficantly íncreased their mean

improvement score from the initial test to the retest, while the

control group díd not show a signifícant mean improvement score.

Manness (1971) studied the effects of setting a private goal and

a public goa1, on 45 rnale physical education undergraduate sËudents

aË Ëhe University of ManíËoba, performing the flexed arur hang. A

correlated t test of the differences between the pre- and posË-test

mean scores for the control, private, and public groups, showed that

all three groups improved signíficantly at the.01 level of confidence

with Ë scores of 3.83, 4.81, and 5.26 respectívely. An uncorrelated

t test, used to find whether or not there vlas a sígnificant

difference in improvement scores beËween the t.hree groups, showed

thaË settíng a goal significantly ímproved performance in the flexed

arm hang. The t scores oÍ 2.42, at the .05 confidence level, and

2.06, at the .01 confidence level, between the conÈrol and private'

and the control and public groups respectively, supporËed Manness'

hypothesis that setting a level of aspíration improves perfolmance.

With a t score of .L9, there r¡/as no significanË dif ference between

the mean improvement scores of Ëhe private and public groups'
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alEhough the tendency seemed to be that the private goal group

improved to a slightly greater degree than díd the public goal group.

Botterill (L977) tested the effects of differenË goal setting

procedures on 75 boys, aged 11 to 14 years, on a hand grip enduranee

task. He concluded that simple goal setting more than doubled the

endurance perforrnance of the hand grip task.

Nelson, J.K. (1978) tested 100 college men for maximal elbow

flexion sËrength prior to an endurance exercise bout. Three

motivational techniques, including stating the same goal for all

subjects, r¡rere compared to Ëhe method of not using any motivational

technique. The resulËs showed that all treatment groups surpassed

the control group, and Nelson concluded thaË endurance was highly

ínfluenced by rnoËivation.

Tu's (L979) sËudy on individuals participating in a jogging

program showed that the indivíduals performed better and improved

more quickly when they set Èheir o$m performance goals, as compared

to the teacher setting the goals.

Based upon the aforementíoned research, goal setÈing has been

shov¡n to be an effective motivaËional technique increasing

perforl0ance.

Verbal EncouragemenÈ

The purpose of thís subsection is to identífy relevanË logical

and empirical dala relating to verbal encouragement being used as a

motivational Èechnique.

Praise, which can be eÍther

wriften comment, or even a smile

the form of the spoken word,

physical gesture, generallY acts

1n

or
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as a facilitator to performance (Físher, 4., L976). Motívation can

be fostered by cheeríng and encouragement; both seem to abet

perfomrance. Research indicates that r¿hen this motivatíonal techníque

is used, the indivídual can heíghten his performance, especially in

endurance type tasks (Oberteuffer & Ulrich, L962). Oberteuffer and

Ulrich speculate that the cheering and encouragement may act to

release inhibitory mechanisms whích limit one's povüer, strength, and

endurance.

Gates and Ríssland (1923) suggested,

Nothing contributes more to a satisfactory rapport than praise

of the chíld's efforts. Under no circumsËances should the

examiner permit hinself to shovl displeasure at a response,

however absurd ít rnay be. ExclamaËions like fínd, splendid,

etc. should be used lavishly (p. 2L).

Praíse, encouragement, and recognítion are used exËensively ín

Ehe behavior rnodifícation approach to learning and performance.

The single most ímportant procedure a physical education

teacher could learn from the behavior modification approach is

hov¡ to besË use verbal praise as social reinforcement. (Presbie

and Brovm, 1980, p. 2)

Numerous studies, about the effectiveness of verbal encourage-

ment, have demonstrated that this mot.ívational technique generally

facilitated performance of a task.

Gerdes (f958) studied Ëhe effects of verbal encouragement, Ëeam

compeËiËion, previous scores, and retesting, on four tasks of speed,

sËrength, and accuracy in sport skills. He concluded that all

motivatíonal techniques improved performance on Ëhe tasks, especially
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in sËrength. I^Ihile Ëhere r,ras not one technique significantly most

effective in improving perfornance, Gerdes stated that verbal

encouragement úras especíally helpful.

Page (1958) researched the effects of personaLized complimenËs

on a written test, as a form of praise, on over 2000 senior high

studenËs. The resulËs showed that on the post-test, students that

received personalized praise on the pre-test achieved higher scores

than the ttno praisett group, and the ttpraisett group. The ttpraísett

group achieved higher scores than the "no praise" group.

Dinoff (1960) studied the influence of verbal encouragement on

the frequency of particular classes of Rorschach variables. He

concluded thaË what Ëhe examíner says in a testing sítuation affects

the subjectsr performance, as the experimental groups received higher

scores than the coritrol group. The subjecËs, when asked, reported

that they vrere not alrare that the experimenter \,Ias atËempËing to

influence their performance.

Magnusson (f960) found that verbal reinforcement yielded more

positíve results by 33 males on the Rorschach Test, than not any

reinforcemenË situaËíon.

Nelson, J. (\962) studied the effects of 10 dífferent

moËÍvational techniques, varied from verbal encouragement to

competitive situations, on college men exercísíng to exhaustion on an

elbow-flexion ergograph. He concluded that all motivational

techniques improved performance on the task.

Ha1l and Cain (1965) found Ëhat verbal encouragement by the

experimenter increased Ëhe number of sítups done by grades seven and

eight boys.
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Anderson, Manoogian, and Reznick (L976) eompared the effects of

money, a ttgood playertt award, and verbal praise, as motivational

techniques on a drawing activity done by preschool children. Both

Ëhe money and the award produced a pretest-to-posttest decrement in

the amounË of time spenË on doing the activity; verbal praise

increased the time spent on doing the acLivity.

Lrhile these prevíous studies support the possibility that verbal

encouragement can be used as an effective motivator Èo increase

performance of a task, researchers liarrr us about the use of praise.

Cratty (1968) suggests that a Ëeacher who contínually praises is often

looked upon as insensítive by his students, and as a person who does

not really perceive the realíty of the situaËion, or Ëhe real quality

or lack of it as evidenced by the perfomers. Oxendine (1968)

suggests thaË Ëoo frequenË praise is a disadvant.age, because the

indívidual develops a dependence upon extrinsic rather than intrinsíc

motivation, and Ëhereby develops false values (ínterest in the reward

instead of the activiËy itself). Mouly (1973) suggesÈed that,

"Incentives such as praise tend to be objecËionable in that they

imply that there must be an external paymaster sitting in judgenent

over his workers" (p. 347). Volez (1976) commented, "LeL it be

understood that the basis of motivat.ion does not lie in gimmicks or

pep ta1ks, ín bulletin boards or inspirational messages" (p. f).

Straub (1978) cautions people Ëhat too much praise, especially if it

is scarcely deserved, may decrease the individualrs efforts, and

produce little concern for improvement.

The following Ëhree studies concluded thaE verbal encouragement

did not increase the performance of a Ëask.
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Gerwitz and Baer (1958) experímented vrith three groups of

children on a simple motor skill game. Group one vras isolated for 20

minutes before starting the game. Group tL,lo went directly to Ehe

experiment,. Group three was "satÍated" while proceedíng to the

experiment, with approvíng verbal comments by the experimenter. All

groups were praised duríng the game pracËice session. The results

\¡rere : group one \¡7as superíor in acquíring and perf orming the skill 
'

and group three did the poorest.

Caskey (1968) studied the effects of verbal and visual

motivaËion on children in grades 1 through 3, on the performance of

the standing long jurnp. Caskey concluded that the vÍsual motivation

posítívely affected performance above and beyond Ëhe verbal motívatíon.

Radlinski (1975) found ín her sËudy on college women that

positive verbal moËivaËion did not produce any significanË difference

in the performance of Ëhe flexed arm hang.

Theories of Motivation

I^Ihi1e, universally ít is agreed Ëhat moËivation affects

performance, experimental studies of performance variables are

concerned with the two dímensions of motivation, that ís, Ëhe choice,

dírection, or selection of a task, and the intensíty level,

persistence and vigor with which one performs Ëhe task (Hilgard,

L956, and Straub, l97B). It is the latter arousal dimension, also

termed stress, tensÍon, drive, and/or activatíon, that has a

Ëremendous influence on performance (Screven, 1959).

The theoríes connected r¿ith arousal and behavior, specifically

in motor performance, ínclude the Hull-Spence Drive Theory, the
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Attribution Theory, and the Activation-Arousal Theory (Thomas &

Halliwell, L976).

The Hull-Spence Drive Theory suggests a linear relationship

between acËivation and performance, that is, the higher the arousal,

the better Ëhe performance, and the lower the arousal, the poorer the

performance (Thomas & Halliwell, L976) (see Figure 1).

The Attribution Theory is a more cognitive and less mechanistie

view, than the Hull-Spence or Actívation-Arousal Theories, ín

explaining arousal and performance (Thomas & Halliwell, L976).

People perceive four major causes of success and failure. These are:

abilíty, effort, task difficulty, and luck. These variables are

arranged in a two by tI^7o table in whích one dimension is locus of

control, and Èhe other dímension is stability (see Table 1).

A person's success or failure may be under his control (internal),

and either varianË, thaË is changeable (effort) or invariant (ability);

or a persont s Success or failure may not be under his control

(exËernal), and eíther variable (luck) or i-nvarianc (task diffÍculty).

Singer (1976) explains that one vrho sees the locus of control as

outsíde of himself, dependent on Èask difficulty or 1uck, wí1l behave

differently than one who feels there is an internal locus of control

based on skill or effort.

Rotter's (L967) theory of locus of conËrol suggests that

individuals who are cacegorized as "internals" believe that rewards

or other reínforcements result because of their behavior or

attributes. "Internals" belíeve in the relationship of behavíor and

rewards, and feel they have some control over their environment.

They behave in a manneï to creaËe feelings of compeËence and self-
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high

Qualíty

of moderate

Performance

moderate high

Degree of Arousal

Fígure 1. The llull-spence Drive Theory and Ëhe ActívaËion-Arousal

Theory of the activation-performance relaËionship. (From

Sporr Competition A¡xiety Test by Rainer MarËens , L977,

119.)

Activation-Arousal

Hu11-Spence

Drive Theory
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Table I

Attribution TheorY:

Four Major Causes of Success and Failure

Locus of Control

Stab ility

Internal

ability

External

task diffícultyStable

Uns table effort luck

Note. From "Affective Behavior ín Children's AËh1etics" by

Jerry R. Thomas and tr^Iayne Halliwell, ERIC Document Reproduction

Service No. ED L27322, L976, 7.
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determination. ttExternalstt belíeve thaË rer¿ards are determíned

prinarily by luck or fate, and do not feel they have control over

their environment. Accordi-ng Ëo Rotter, a self-perceived ínËerna1

locus of control, whereby performance is attributed to ability and

effort, is necessary for intrinsic motivation. An external locus of

control, whereby perfonnance is attributed to luck and task

difficulty, is associated with extrinsic motivation (Singer ' L976) -

The 'tOverjust.ification" Hypothesis ís closely related Ëo the

Attribution Theory of arousal and behavior. Thís hypothesis states

that a personrs intrinsíc motivatíon to participate in an activity

uny be undermined by inducing him Eo engage in that activity for an

exËrinsic goal or ïe\,/ard. Thomas and Hal1iwel1 (L976) believe that

the "overjustification" hypothesis may have implications for physical

education programs. It is possible that through the grading system'

re\rards, and, for example, the Canada FíËness badges, in our school

physical education programs, r{e are decreasing oners inËrinsic

motivation and strengthening the need for external rev¡ards.

Singer (1980) states Ëhat performing for a re\¡/ard is not as

personally desirable as motj-vaËion to perform for competence '

achievement, fulfillrnent, and satísfaction. CsikszenËnihalyi (L975)

believes perfornance will improve, without directing attention to it,

when one focuses on the exploratíon and enjoyment of the skil1; when

the attention ís directed to external awards, performance is directed

away from the skill and Èoward the rer^¡ard.

Straub (1978) explains how Ëhe receipt of extrinsíc rewards

affecLs a personrs intrinsic motivation by one of Ëvlo Processes. The

firsË process is the change in the perceived locus of conËrol, from
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an internal to an external conËrol. Rotter (L967) belíeves this

change in perceived locus of control will dirninish íntrinsic

motivation. The second process involves the change in oners feelings

of competence and self-determination wíth the receipt of extrinsic

rer¡rards. Rewards may decrease intrinsic motivation if they dininish

onets feelings of competence and self-detenninaËion. Since mosË

rewards in athletic performances are contingent upon superior

performance, ít would seem reasonable to assume that receívíng an

award should increase an índividual's intrinsic motívation, because

the ar¡ard provides hÍm with the information about hís personal

competence in a given task. However, if the conËrolling aspect of

these rewards is more salÍent than the information dímension, then

the individual perceives his involvement as controlled by the pursuit

of an award. Straub (L978) also suggesEs thaË compeËítion can

decrease intrinsic motivatÍon by the same two processes. Firstly, if

rhe índívidual performs, noË in an attempÈ to better hirnself, but to

earn the award of a wín, his locus of control is of an exËernal

rather than ínternal nature. Secondly, because competiËion is a

source of feedback from Ëhe environment, if the indivídual

experiences constant faílure, his feelíngs of personal eompetence

will decrease, which may cause a loss of ínËrinsic motivation.

Further logical and empirical Iíterature concerning the "over-

justification" hypothesis vras discussed under rationale for Ëhe study.

The AcËivation-Arousal Theorv suggests a curviliriear or inverted

U relaËionship between activation and performance. As the

individualts arousal level increases from a staËe of deep sleep to

hígh exciÈemenË, there is a progressive increase in performance
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efficiency, but only up Ëo a certain or balanced poinË, after which

an increase in arousal decreases performance (Ouffy, L962; Straub,

L97B; Thomas & Halliwell, L976). There is an optional level of

arousal r¡iithin each individual, and within each specific task (see

Figure l).

SËennett (L957) tested the hypothesis thaË an inverted U

relationship exists beËween the leve1 of arousal and the level of

performance, by studying 3l male university students on an auditory

tracking Eask, under four differenÈ incentive condiÈions. These

conditions ranged from one in which the subjects r¡¡ere under the

impressíon their scores were noË recorded, to one condition ín which

their scores determined r¡hether or not Ëhey avoided a 100 to 150 volt

shock and earned bonus money. A counter balance technique in the

presentation of experimeriEal conditions ¡"¡as used. StennetË concluded

that hís data strongly supported the hypoËhesis that an inverted U

relationship exists between level of arousal and level of performance.

However, there are not any simple generalizations that can be

made regarding the inverted U Ëheory. hrhíle this theory does appear

to be favoured over the Hull-Spence Drj.ve Theory and the AttribuLion

Theory, the problem wiËh the inverted U hypothesis is the Ínability

to measure precise points along the arousal continuum (Martens, 7977).

The factors mediating the relationship between arousal and

performance include the difficulty or complexity of the task, and

the individual differences in susceptability to arousal (Straub,

1978). Oxendine (1968) views thís as a problem, for Ëhe Ëeacher'

using the inverted U theory, of knowing whether a Ëask ís complex or

simple, or whether an individualrs arousal is at a high or low level.
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The Yerkes-Dodson Law as explained by Fisher (L976), is used as

a point of reference for the opËímal arousal levels of tasks.

According to this Law, complex tasks are performed better when onets

arousal is at a low level, while simple tasks are performed better

when onets arousal is at a high level. Table 2 includes a surutrary

of suggestions, based on research and opinions, regarding the

optinal arousal level of the "typical" partÍcipant Ín a variety of

sport activities (Fisher, 4., L976).

Oxendíne (f968) suggests the following guídelines one may

consider as to the optirnal level of arousal for a specific task:

1. A hígh leve1 of arousal is essential for optimal performance in

gross motor activitíes involving strength' endurance and speed.

2. A high 1eve1 of arousal interferes wiËh the performance of

complex skills, fine muscle movements, coordínatíon, steadiness, and

general concentraËion.

3. A slightly above-average level of arousal is preferable Ëo a

normal or subnormal arousal state for all motor tasks.

Understanding the optinal level of arousal for each acËivity is

only part of the inforination needed Ëo make effecÈive use of arousal

and performance. Also required is the means of determining

individual arousal levels at a particular time, and the abílity to

alter these levels.

Oners anxiety is a factor thaÈ can interfere with performance

(Fisher, 4., L976). The personality disposition of traít anxiety ís

an importanË facÈor determining Ëhe responsiveness of a person to an

arousal-eliciting stímulí (Martens, 1977). Martens defínes trait

anxiety as the predisposiÈion Ëo perceive environmental stimuli as
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TabLe 2

Optinal Arousal Level For A Variety of SporËs Skills

Level of Arousal Sports Skills

5 (extremely excited) football blocking and tackling,
running (200, 400 metres),
sit-ups, push-ups, flexed
arm hang test, weight
lifting.

running very short and long
races, shot put, sr¡rimming
races, wrestling, judo.

basketball skills, boxing, high
jump, most gymnastic skills,
soccer skills.

baseball pitchers and batters,
fencing, tennis.

archery, bowling, golf putting.1 (slight arousal)

0 (normal state)

Note. From Psychology of Sport Issues and Insights by A. Craíg

Fisher, 1976, 131.
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threatening or nonËhreatening, and to respond to these stimuli with

varying levels of state anxiety. State anxiety is the existing

emotional s¡aLe characterized by feelings of tensíon, and associated

with the activaËÍon of the individual. In general, high trait

anxíety people tend to do more poorly than people who are low in

trait anxieËy under condifions thaË ínvolve failure or a negative

evaluation of perfornance.

Phillips (L962) suggesrs highly anxious individuals perform

better under neutral conditions, while less anxious individuals

perform better under ego involving conditions. Phillipsf research

supporËs previous findings that the female test anxiety scores are

higher Èhan the male tesË anxíety scores. McClelland and associates

(1953), as well as Phillíps (L962), suggest possible explanations

for this anxiety data. McClelland (1953) explains that females may

be more anxious than males Ín a testing or achievement-oriented

situation, because for females there are negaËive consequences, and

hence anxiety, associated with success. The inplication of success

in competítíve achievemenË situations suggests aggressiveness, while

the essence of femininiÈy lies in repressing aggressiveness. This

theory, referred to as Ëhe motíve to avoid success, is discussed in

greater detail under achievement motivation. Phillips (L962) suggests

t.hat an expression of anxiety is incongruous Ëo Ëhe malers conception

of hírnself, which causes him to be more defensive about admitËing

anxieËy.

Another índividual factor affecting arousal and performance is

one's visual field (Straub, 1978). Vision in Èhe peripheral field

is quite variable ¡mong different people, and can vary over time
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within the same individual. A "too high" arousal 1evel can narrov/

onets visual field so thaË the individual is less able to respond to

peripheral or secondary stimuli, ofËen causing an increase in error

rate. Females have bett.er peripheral vision than males, buË females

are more suscepËib1e to anxiety, and evidence greater vísual

narrowing in activítíes involving high risk. Perípheral discrimina-

tion is highly rnodífiable through prior experience of the individual

in a specific task. Straub (1978) suggests the following guÍdelines

one may consider as to how an indívidual's vísual field affects

arousal and perfornance:

1. A relatively narrow focus is needed in all-out endurance, speed

and sËrength Ëasks where accuracy is noË of prime concern.

2. The range of essentíal task cues is narrower for simple than

complex tasks.

3. Skílls demanding a narrovrer atËentional focus can tolerate higher

levels of arousal since there are fewer Ëask cues, and therefore less

a chance of task-relevant cues being elinínated through the

perceptual narrowíng process.

The Need for Achievement

The strength of motivation to achíeve, as manifested in the

perfornance of an act, is assumed to be the rnultiplicatíve function

of the following: 1) Ëhe strength of the motive,2) the expectancy,

thaË is, the subjective probability that the act will have as a

consequence the atËainment of an íncentive, as aroused by situational

cues, and 3) the value of the incentive (Atkinson, L957)"

The motive, called the need for achievement, caq_þe-fe!1q.e$.."",
" .':r'

tt " ii""l'
.'j | ,,
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tta desire or tendency to overcome obstacles r to exercise power, ro

strive to do something difficult as well as quickly as possible"

(Beck, L978, p. 3L7). SËraub (1978) defined the achievement need as,

"the desire to excel one's self; to increase self-regard by the

successful exercise talenË" (p. LLZ). Atkinson (1957) views Ëhe

achievement need in terms of the capacity for taking pride in what

one accomplishes. McClelland (1953) defíned the achievement need as,

"the positive or negatíve effect aroused in situations that involve

competition with a standard of excellence, where performance can be

evaluated as successful or unsuccessful" (p. ILz>. Cratty (1968)

sËates that one of the prímary motivating facËors of anyone perforrning

a motor skílI ís the desire for mastery of Ëhat task to satisfy their

basic need for achievement. Duffy (Lg62) sËates that one's need for

achievement not only affects perfonnance, buË influences how a

motívational technique will affect the individual to perform.

Aspiration level is a concept closely aligned to the personality

Ërait of the need for achievement (Cratty, L967). Onets aspiration

level affects the degree to which motívational technique can arouse

the need for achíevement, which in turn affects the performance of

any given task (Atkínson, 1958). Anderson and Brandt (1939) defined

1evel of aspiration as, tta personts expecËations, goals, or claims

on his future achievement in a given task" (p. 22L). They furÈher

explain thaË the experience of a performance, as a success or

failure, does not depend solely on íts objectíve goodness, but on

whether the level of aspíration appears to be aËtained or not

at tained.

Frank (1935) defined level of aspiration as, "the level of future
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performance ín a familiar task which an individual, knowing his

level of past performance in that task, explicitly undertakes Lo

achieve" (p. 1f9). Frank further explaíns that the level of past

performance means the ttgoodnesstt of the individualts past

performance as he knor,rs it. The relaËion of the 1evel of aspÍ-ration

to the level of past performance primarily depends upon the relative

strength of the following Ëhree needs: 1) Ëhe need to keep one's

leve1 of aspiration as high as possible regardless of one's level of

performance, 2) the need to make onets level of aspiration

approximately even with oners future performance as closely as

possible, and 3) the need to avoid failure, where failure is a level

of performance below the level of aspiration regardless of its

absolute ttgoodnesstt.

Frank (1941) summarized his research on the studies of

aspíration as follows:

1. The individualts evaluatíon of himself is a major factor

affecting the results of motivaÈion.

2. The level of aspiraËion situation is usually a threat to oners

self-esËeem, in that the individual exhibits his abílity before

someone else (the experimenter), and openly commits hímself to his

expectations of future achievement.

3. Task difficulty ís imporËant in setting the level of aspiration.

Cratty (L967, 1968) and Oxendine (1968) describe seven

variables that influence one's level of aspiraËion.

The first varíable, past experience ín a specific task,

influences aspiration level by providing an anchoring point upon

which to base an estimate of Ëhe subsequent performance. Usually a
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background of success raises aspiration levels, while a background

of faílure usually lowers aspiration levels.

The second varíable, is the unique characterístics of the task.

Performance on some tasks are enhanced by high arousal states, while

some tasks are enhanced by low arousal states, as shown in Table 2.

Tasks v¡hich have a knov¡n proficiency límit, such as the bullseye in

an archery target, produce a greater feeling of failure and stress

when projected goals are not achíeved, than performing tasks whose

norns may not be knov,¡n. Oxendine (1968) indicates that a high or

low leve1 of aspiratíon is not a general personality characteristic

which is the same for all tasks. It is specífic to a particular

task and varíes with the prior successes and/or faí1ures.

The third variable ís the individualrs status of his

performance in relatíon to his own and/or to otherfs status. hrhen

performing motor skí1ls, an individual invariably compares his

performance score agaínst norms he perceíves are typical of

individuals similar to him ín age, sex, and experience (Gruen, L945) .

The fourth variable is the cultural and socíal forces. Cratty

(L967, 1968) states that the projecËed performance in motor tasks is

usually found to be overestimated because of the cultural

expectations relaËive to physícal acËivity. Individuals from higher

socioeconomic backgrounds are less likely to fluctuaËe in their

estimations of projected performance than lower socioeconomic groups.

Gould (1941) found in her study on goal setting that the under-

graduaËe studenËs vrho had the lowest discrepancy scores, between

theír last performance and the estimated future performance of the

"task at hand", were in a beËËer economical and social position than
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those students who had the higher discrepancy scores. Women,

believed to have less pressure placed upon them in our society to

geE ahead, find goalsetting situations less stressful than men; men

are less stable than women in their self-estimations of performance.

Festingerrs (1957) theory of cognitive dissonance suggests that

a public, as opposed to a private, declaratíon of a goal could

substantially influence performance. Once the inËention to perform

at a given level is identified publicly it is more likely one will

fo11ow up with the appropriate performance to maintaín cognitive

consistency and avoid feelings of dissonance. Brehn and Cohen (1962)

also suggest that goals should be professed in public; this pronounced

cornmitment leads to a higher motive to achieve aË a given task.

Indivíduals realize faílure wí1l threaten self-esteem, and therefore

they are likely to íncrease performance.

However, Gould (1941) found in her study that there I¡ras not any

evidence that a personrs verbal estimation of a goal statistically

improved performance over a non-verbal estimate. Manness (1971) also

found in hís sËudy Ëhat Ëhere \"ras not any significant difference

between the mean improvemenË scores of the group settíng a public

level of aspiration as compared Ëo the group setting the private

level of aspiraËíon.

The fífth variable is the personality Ëraits of the individual.

Those individuals secure and relatively well-adjusted socially, and

who possess stable concepts of their performance potential, are less

affected by momentary success or failure when estimating their abiliËy

in fuLure tasks. A highly anxious indívidual is more disturbed by

stressful situaEions. People with high aspíration levels usually
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perform better than people with low aspiratíon levels.

Strickland and Jenkins (L964) tested 40 male college students,

who were grouped according to the personality variable of a high or

low need for approval, on a motor readÍness task. The two

motivating condítions \,/ere positíve verbal approval and negative

verbal conments. The results showed that regardless of the motivating

condítion used, Ëhe high need for approval students demonstraËed a

significantly higher rate of performance than did the 1ow need for

approval students.

Botterill (1977) found in his study of the effects of goal

seËting on the performance of an endurance task, that there r,7as a

great deal of range and variance ín his task scores. He suggested

that thís variance in scores was affected by Ëhe individual

psychological factors, and he recommended that careful consideration

should always be given to the psychological and motivational factors

which r¿i11 influence maximal endurance testing.

The síxth variable is the nature of the stimulanË. CompetíËion

can create a disturbing effect upon the accuracy of aspiraËÍon 1evel.

An individual may try harder if he is competing against anolher

person.

The seventh variable is one's parental Lraining. I^Iiner (197r)

sËated, ttBecause of the large differences in experiences and

background, the responses of people Èo the same experímental

treaËment may show relatively large variabí1íËy" (p. 26L). The need

for achievenent can be learned in childhood as a result of particular

parental practises. Atkinson and Feather (1966) reporÈ their findings

on the parental influences on boys as follows:
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1. Mothers of boys who are high in need achíevement tend Ëo expect

an earlier developuent of nastery and independence.

2. Mothers of boys hígh in need achievemenË offer bigger rewards for

accomplishment.

3. Mothers of boys low ín need achievement are more restrictive.

McClelland, AËkinson, C1ark, and Lowell (1953) report Ëheir

findings on the parental influences on children as follows:

1. Parents who force a child to be "on his or¿n" and give up being

nurtured by adults at an early age are training a child to be

achievement oriented.

2. Sons who rank low in the achíevement need perceive their fathers

as more friendly and helpful Ëhan sons who rank high in achíevemenE

need.

3. Mothers of sons r,Jíth a low achievement need tend Ëo demand less

in the way of independent achievement at an early age, and tend to

be more restrictive than other moËhers.

4. Mothers who use physical rewards for fulfillment of achievement

demands have sons who average a need for achievement score twice that

of sons of mothers r¿ho use more attenuated means of affective arousal.

McClelland and associates (1953, 1973) surmnarize theír evidence

on achievemenË motivaËion in females as follows:

1. Mothers of high-achieving girls have been descríbed as more

strict, authoritarian, and controlling Ëhan mothers of low-achieving

girIs.

2. Both pre-school and elementary girls show strong achievement

motívation associated with maternal hostílity and non-nurturance;

this reappears again at the secondary leve1.
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3. The fenalers achievenent need is more closely tied to social

acceptabiliËy, whereas the malers achievement need is more closely

t.íed to leadership capacíty and intelligence.

The expectancv that a performance will be followed by a

consequence incorporates two contrasting personalíty predispositions,

Ëhat is, the need for success and the need to avoid failure (Mouly,

L973). Atkinson (1957, L965) considers Ëhese Ëwo needs or motives

as a function of two siËuational variables entiËled the perceived

expectancy of success and the incentive value of the task being

performed.

Success and failure must be defined in terms of Ëhe individual.

The need for success is the tendency to engage in achievement-

oriented behaviors that resulË in saËisfaction and pride from the

success. The need to avoid failure is the tendency to prevent

feelings of shame Ëhat result from failure in a performance.

Atkinson (L957, 195B) theorized that when the uncertainty regarding

the performance outcome is greatest, Ëhat is when there is a 50:50

chance of succeeding, the motivaËion to achieve ís strongest, and the

individual will raise his level of aspiration and will work harder to

achieve to his goal. The strength of motivaËion to achieve decreases

as the probabílity of success increases fron 50:50 to near certainty

of success at 90:10, or to the opposite exÈreme probability of

success at l0:90.

Performance and need achievement relate posítively when Èhe

expectancy of satisfying the need Ëo succeed is stronger than the

need to avoid failure (Atkinson & Feather, 1966, and McClelland &

Steele, L973). Those with a stronger motive to achieve success than
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Ëo avoid failure will persisË longer at a task and choose an

inËermedíate level of Èask difficulty. McClelland (1955) conducted

a study of 52 high school and college students designed to

investigate the relation of cerËaín Ëask variables to the achievement

motíve. He concluded that those subjects with higher achievement

need scores directed more attention and efforË to the arithmetic

task, and produced a better output and quality on the task than those

subjects with lower achievement need scores.

Those who disposition to avoíd failure is stronger than the

motive to succeed will avoid tasks of intermediate difficulty, that

is a probability of success at 50:50; anxiety about failure is

greatest aÈ thís point. The individual witl choose either the

easiest probabilíty of success at 90:10, or the most difficult at

10:90. Atkinson (1957, 1958) believes the setting of a very 1ow or

very high level of aspiration is a protective sËraEegy the individual

uses to minimize anxieËy about failure.

The theory of motivaËion when applied to a competitive-

achíevement task implies the relationship of performance Ëo Ëhe

expectancy of goal-attaínment should take a bell-shaped curve r¿hen

the predominant moËive ís to achieve or to avoid faílure (see Figure

2).

The value of the consequence to the individual, along vrith the

strength of the expectancy that a performance will be followed by a

consequence, determines the strength of the tendency to act in a

certain manner (Raynor, 1969). The motive incenËive system includes

the following seven incenËíves: l) affíliation (being socially

reassured that one is acceptable and worthwhile with friends),
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2) power (havíng the opportuníties to influence other peoplet s

aËtitudes and opinions), 3) independency (being able to do things

on onets own), 4) stress (focussing on the excitement and pressure of

a task), 5) excellence (doing something very well for its ovm sake),

6) success (being attached to extrinsic rewards which include status

and prestíge), and 7) aggression (dominating others). Straub (f978)

states that the tr¡ro strongest and most consistent Íncentives for

young athletes are affiliation and excellence, with stress being the

third strongest incentive.

Atkinson (1958) tested a sample of female college students

competing f.or a monetary prize of $1.25 or $2.50 on drawing and

arithmetic tasks. They were divided into groups where their staËed

probabilíties of winning were 1 to 20, 1 Ëo 3, I to 2, and 3 to 4.

The results shovred the highest performance occurred at an expectancy

of winning of 1 to 2 for $2.50, and showed a drop in performance

occurred at an expectancy of winning of 3 to 4 for $2.50. Atkinson

concluded that not only Ëhe amount to be vton I¡las important, but the

atËractiveness of attainíng the goal, or the incentive value' musË

al.so be taken inËo account when motivaEing performance.

Atkinson and Reitman (1956) conducted a study of 93 male college

students designed Ëo elaborate on Tolman's Expectancy Theory that

goal-directed action is a joint function of the strength of the

motive to achieve and of the expectancy aroused by situational cues

that performance ís instrumental to atËainment of a goal. They

concluded that the relationship of the achievement motive to

performance \{as significantly positive, when the exPecÈancy thaË

performance T¡ras insËrumental in producing feelings of pride and
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acconplishment was aroused.

In sumary: ên indivídual r¿ith a high need for achievement will

set goals that âre challenging to hím, while the individual defícient

in this personality trait will dernand little of himself, and set a

1ow goal relative to his prevíous performance of a given Ëask

(Cratty, L967). The individual wíth the high need Ëo achieve

demonstrates an extremely high persistence aÈ Ëasks, demonstrates an

exceptional quality ín performance, takes reasonable risks and enjoys

stress, and accepts personal responsibility for actions (Singer,

1980). The tendency of the person high in achievement motivation is

to look for more difficult tasks as he ^sters old ones, and to

persist at a task in face of failure (Atkínson, L957). Anxious

individuals tend to set extremely high or 1ow goals. Cautious

individuals tend to keep level of aspírat.ion below their past

performance.

Sex of the Subjec.t

As discussed previously under the rationale for the study, the

differences in the envíronmental and learning experiences of males

and fernales result in varied effecËs by a given motivational

technique on the performance of a task. The following studies lend

support to the hypothesis that the effect of the motivational

technique is dependent upon the sex of the subject.

Strong (1963) tested 434 grade 6 girls and boys to determine

the effects of six moËivational conditions on seven physical fitness

tests. The results showed that for the girls alone, the mean gains

for the motívated group \¡rere greater than the mean gain of the
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control group for two of the fitness tests, namely the bent arn hang

and sit-ups. The results for the boys alone showed the mean gaíns

for the motivated groups were greater than the mean gain of the

control group for six of the seven fitness tests, not the standíng

long jump. On the whole, Strongrs motivaEional techníques l^Iere

more effecËÍve in improving performance wíth the boys than the girls.

Summer and Johnson (1979) in their study on 52 college males

and females also found that goal discrepancies were lower in the

female scores than the male scores. Goal discrepancy equals the

di-fference in the score betr¿een onets last perfornance and onets

present level of aspiration.

I^Ialter and Marzolf (195f) studied the results of 40 males and

40 females, in grades 4, 6, B, and 12, performing a ball hitting

task, to discover what extenË there \¡/ere sex differences Ín level of

aspíration. They found that the female discrepancy scores I,Iere

lower than the male discrepancy scores. Walter and Marzolf explain

the higher goal discrepancy in the male scores as compared to the

female scores due Èo the malers greater need for the achievement

varíab1e.
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METHODOLOGY

Sampling Procedures

The sample for this study consisted of 40 girls, randomly

selected from the total female populaËion of 139 students, and 40

boys, randomly selected from the total male population of. 225

sËudents. All students rrere enrolled in the l9B0 to 19Bl second

semester physical educaËion classes at SÈurgeon Creek Regional

Secondary School. Each student was required Ëo take this half credit

course during his/her high school years for graduation. The

students' ages ranged froro 15 years to 20 years, wiËh Ëhe rnajority

being 16 years old.

The studentsr last names \,Iere listed alphabetícally, according

to their physical education class section. The tvüo separate sample

groups oL 40 girls and 40 boys were assigned at random to one of the

following treatmenËs: musical accompaninent, goal setting, verbal

ericouragement, and control.

Task

The task in this investigation was a physical fitness test,

measuring the upper body strength and endurance, called the flexed

arm hang.

The equipment included a horizontal bar, a chair, if needed, Ëo

s4
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reach Ëhe bar, chalk for the participantsr hands, and a stopwatch.

Each subject grasped the bar wiËh palms Ëo¡,rard the face, hands

shoulder widËh apart, and eyes leve1 wíËh the bar. The face did not

Ëouch the bar. The subjecËs were assisted, when necessary, to the

starting position by the experimenter; any swínging motion was

stopped prior Lo commencing the test.

The purpose of this test vùas to hold the start position as long

as possible, thereby measurÍng the amount of force the upper body

muscles could exert for a sustaíned períod of time.

The flexed arm hang was selected as a suitable test for the

following reasons. The Board of Directors for the Canadian

Association of Health, PhysÍcal Education, and RecreatÍon required

its research committee to design and underËake a project, in the

year of 1963, thaE would establish national norms of physical fitness

for Canadían Children aged 7 to 17 years (Manitoba Department of

EducaEion, 1977). The commitËee agreed that the flexed arm hang was

a reliable and valid measure of fítness, and that it was simple

enough for any teacher not trained in fitness measurement to

administer. In the years L976 Xo 7977, over 10,000 Manitoba school

children, aged 5 to 18 years, T¡rere assessed as to their physical

fiËness levels. The ManÍtoba Physical Fítness Performance Test

Manual and Fitness ObjecËives compiled the resulËs of this assessment

into the norms of fitness for Manítoba chíldren. Thís battery of

¡ests, which included Ëhe flexed arm hang, Idas selected on the basis

of research studies which found these tests sufficiently reliable and

valid measures of fítness.

However, Ëhere is one criËeríon where the author believes Èhe
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flexed arm hang test may be weak, Ëhat is the validíty of the tesË;

does the test measure \,/hat it is supposed to measure? Johnson (L932)

explains that exercises ínvolving strength, speed or endurancer are

products of experience, and for an athletic exercise to be valid, it

must be corrected for the experience of the subjects in that

activity. The flexed arm hang is an activity thaË the majorÍty of

sËudents have experienced in the physical education classes since

grade one. I,rlendler (f938) further adds that Ëests of strength are

valíd because undoubËedly they are what they purport to be. The

author of this study believes Ëhat the valídity of the flexed arm

hang can only be assumed when the parËicipants give an "all-out"

effort. Karpovích and sinning (1971) stated, "The \,/eakness of the

performance type of Ëest is íts great dependence on the cooperation

of the subject, wiEhout which the test has no valuett (p. 28f).

Independent Variables and Procedure

The two independent variables were sex and type of motivational

technique. The sex variable íncluded the two levels of male and

female subjects. The motivational technique variable included four

levels of different treatments, that is, musical accompaniment, goal

setting, verbal encouragementr and control.

All subjects ín the four treatmenË groups were tested

indívidually, wiËhout an audience. Each subject v/as gíven

insËructions as Ëo how to perform the test, and told that their time

would be called out by the experimenter at ten-second intervals. The

experimenter then saidttdo your bestt', and the tesË commenced with

the subject approaching Ëhe bar. Tirning began when the individual
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r47as in the start position, and stopped when the subjecËrs forehead

dropped belor¿ the bar.

The musical accompanimenË group heard music played on a Ëape

machine vihile beíng Ëested. The music played \,ras a popular song in

the eyes of the students, as judged by the investigator at a recent

soc hop at the school. The song, by the group Trooper, \,ras called

The Boys in the Big htriÈe Sports Car.

The goal setting group was individually asked, "Holnr long do you

think you can hold the arm hang posiËÍon?" The experimenter asked

the student the duration of his pervious atteupts at the Ëask, and

then she helped the student choose a realistic goal for his/her

capabilities.

The verbal encouragement group received constanË encouragement

from the experímenter with the following statements: "you're doing

greattt, ttyortre nice and still-excellenttt, ttway to gott, ttkeep up the

good time". The experimenter made a sincere effort to rnake use of

only those four comments, to prevent possible experimenter bías by

interacting differenËly with individual subjecËs.

The control group did not receive a motivatíonal technique

Dependent Variable

Each subject was scored on their performance of the flexed arm

hang by the total period of time in tenths of seconds that the

subject maintained the start position.

TechnÍques Used in Data Analysis

A two-facËor analysis of variance was perforued to test
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hypothesis ÈT¡Io, that ís, that the effect. of the motívational

technique is dependent upon the sex of the subject. The specÍfic

Èest of this hypoËhesis was Ëhe test of the two-way sex by

motivaËional technique ínteraction.

Hypothesis one, Èhat ís, on a selected physícal fitness task,

any moËÍvational technique improves the performance of both male and

female subjects, as compared to no motívational technique, \^7as tested

by compuÈing t tests on all possible pairs of mean scores on the

flexed arm hang for the four treatment groups. The Tukey HSD

críËerion was used to control the probabÍlity of Type I error at .05

for the set of comparisons (linham ' L976) .

There are four assumptions that underlie t tests of differences

beËween population means. The first Ë\,7o assumptions, that is,

random sampling, and independence of observations wit.hin each

sample and between each sample, vrere satísfied in this investÍgation.

The third assumption, that the populations from which the samples

are selected are normally distríbuted, may be waived and the tesÈs

will not result in excessive rates of Type I error, particularly if

Ëhe sample sizes are sufficiently large, as tllas the case for this

study. The fourth assumptíon, that the populations from which the

samples are selected have equal variances, mâY also be waived and

t.he effects of assumpËion violation on Type I error will be

negligible, if the sample sizes are equal, as was the case for this

study (Dinham, 1976; Glass & Stanley, L970; Scheffe, L959) -

The .05 level of significance vras chosen as Ëhe criterion for

the rejection of or the failure Ëo reject the null hypotheses. Both

Ed¡¿ards (L972) and Glass and Stanley (1970) recommend the .05 leve1
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of significance as a reasonable criËerion for rejection of or

failure to reject a null hypothesis.

The investigator dÍd not consider age of Ëhe subject as a factor

in the data analysís. Seymour (1960), in his study on strength and

physical fitness indexes, indicated that an analysis of data by

individual years, at the seníor high school leve1, is an unnecessary

breakdov¡n of data. He further suggested that treating boys of ages

15,16, and 17 years as a síngle group is a statistically defensible

procedure and one r¿hich ís strongly desirable from the standpoint

of ease in scoríng data. In this study 82.5 percent of the sample

were 15, L6, and 17 years of age.

The means and standard deviaËions were Ëabulated for each group.

A sinple graph is utilízed to show the mean performance per group.



CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study r¡ras to ínvestigate the effecËs of the

three moËivational techniques, musical accompaniment' goal setting,

and verbal encouragement, upon high school sËudentsr performance on

a selected physical fiËness test, the flexed arm hang. In addítion'

any interacting effects between the sex of Ëhe subject and the

specífic motivational technique, Irere assessed.

The data obtaíned to test the two hypothesis were the

performance scores, of the flexed arm hang, recorded in tenths of

seconds. The separate sample groups of 40 girls and 40 boys were

assigned at random Ëo one of the following treatments: musical

accompaníment, goal setEíng, verbal encouragementr and control (see

Appendix Al).

The results and discussion chapter is divíded into Èwo major

subsections. Firstly, the results subsection explains the two-factor

analysis of variance, and its ouÈcome, Ëhat was performed to test

hypothesis Ër¡ro, that is, thaË the effect of the motivational

technique is dependent upon the sex of the subject. Following is the

explanation of the multiple È Ëests, and their outcomes, perfonned to

test hypothesis one, Ëhat is, on a selected physical fiËness task'

any motivational technique improves Èhe performance of both male and

female subjects, as compared to no motivational Ëechnique. Secondly,
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discussion subsectíon sunrmatizes, ínterprets, and

results of this investigation, under the headíngs

and hypothesis Èwo.

theorizes about

of hypothesis

Results

Hypothesis Two

The results of the two factor analysis of variance are presented

in Tables 3 and 4, and pictorially displayed in Figure 3. Cell means

and standard deviations aïe Presented in Table 3 and pictorially in

Fígure 3, while Table 4 displays a sulllfDary of the analysis of

variance. An assessment of Table 3 and Tigure 3 shor¿ that the goal

setting group produced the highesÈ mean score for Ëhe male subjects'

while the musical aecompaníment gToup produced the highest mean score

for the fernales. The verbal encouragemenË group produced the lowest

mean score for both the male and female subjects, although ít appears

that the male subjects \À7ere more positively affected by Ëhís

motivational technique, in increasing their performance of the

flexed arm hang, than the fenale subjects. However, as seen from

Table 4, the F test of the sex by motivational technique ínteraction

\¡ras not significant (also see Appendix 81). Thus, the null hypothesis

that there is no interactíon effect between the sex of the subjecf

and the type of motivational technique was noË rejected.

Hypothesis One

As previously stated, to test the hypothesis that' on a selected

physical fitness task, any motivational technique improves the
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Table 3

Means and Standard Deviatíons (S.D.)

for the Sex by Motivational Technique Design

Motivational Technique

Musícal Verbal
Accom- Goal Encour- Marginal

paniment SetËing agement Control Means

Iemale

Mean 45 .87 O 40 .070 23 .550 33 . 300 35 .697

s.D. L4 .755 24 .OO3 L4 .285 19 .448

Male

Mean 68. 010 71.980 61.880 62.770 66.160

s.D. l-9.727 22.523 25.82L 18.030

Margínal
Means 56.940 56.025 42.7L5 48.035
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Table 4

Analysis of Variance Sunmary Table

Source DF Sum Squares Mean Squares

A (sex)

B (uotivation) 3 2758.92L

1 18559.230 18559.230 45.48

AB

Error

To tal

3 67L.2LL

72 29379.355

79 51368.715

9L9.640

223.737

408.046

2.25

o. 554

Note.

a T = ?-74.05'3, 72
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perfontrance of both male and female subjects, as compared to no

motivational Ëechnique, t tests on all possible paírs of means were

compu¡ed. The ïesults of this analysis are presen¡ed in Table 5.

As seen from the Table, none of the pain/ise comparisons proved to be

statistically significant (also see Appendices Cl to C7). Thus, the

nu1l hypofhesis that the performance on Ëhe flexed arm hang is not

signíficantly different for any one of the four gloups as comPared

to another group, üIas not rejecÈed.

Discus sion

In the present sËudy, 80 high school studenÈs performed the

flexed arm hang under one of the following motivational conditions'

musical accompanÍment, goal setting, verbal encouragement, and

conËro1.

Hypothesís One

Hypothesis one, thaÈ any motívational technique improves Lhe

performance of both male and female subjects, as compared to no

motívational technígue, on a selected physical fitness task' could

not be supported by the results of this investigation. The non-

sígnificant results of the Ë tests on all possible pairs of

performance rneans supported the null hypotheses that the performance

on the flexed arm hang is not signíficantly differenË for anyone of

the four groups as coopared to another group.

These results are similar Èo Èhe studies by Reichenbactl (L972)

and Zebas (L975). Reichenbach (L972) díd not fínd any significant
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Table 5

Pairwise Comparison $snrm¿ry Table: Values of t.

Group

Group

I

2

3

4

2

0.L446

3

2.2473

2.ro27

4

1.4068

L.2623

-0.8405

Note.

Group 1 = musical accompaniaent (Ï = 56.940)

Group 2 = musical setting (X = 56.025)

Group 3 = verbal encouragement (X = 42.7L5)

Group 4 = control (X = 48.035)

.05q4,75*ã =2'633
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difference betr¿een four motívated groups and Lhe control group, in

terms of the accumulated work performed on the bícyle elgometer.

Zebas (1975) concluded that her two motivational techníques did not

affect the distance jumped by the students executing the standing

broad jurnp.

Possible reasons for the given moËivaËional techniques not

significantly affecting the perfornance of an individual on the

flexed arm hang in Èhis investigation include: the choice of the

task, the expectancy of the perfonnance being followed by a given

conseguence, t.he choice of the motivational Ëechniques, and the lack

of spectators.

Firstly, the results of this investigation may have been

dífferent if another task l,üas chosen; not the flexed arm hang. Cratty

(1968) suggests that continual exposure to a task results in

habituation, a decrease in intrinsic motivation, and a resulting

decrease in the inclination and capacity to perform. The flexed arm

hang may be such a task. The majority of the subjects in this

investigaÈion have been tested on the flexed arm hang every year since

grade one. Possibly the studenËs just did not try to perform Ëo theír

capacity, no natteï what motívational technique was applíed. If the

students did not gíve an "all-out'r effort, the test is noË valid.

Karpovích and Sinning (1971) staËed, "The vreakness of Èhe performance

type of test is iËs great dependence on the cooperaÈion of the

subjeet, without which the Èest has no valuetr (p. 281).

The flexed arm hang is a tesË Ëhat measures the upper body

fitness components of strengËh and endurance. The author believes

ËhaË the development of strength ís especiall-y lacking ín female
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sËudents. Kraus and Hirchland (L964) compared Amerícan and European

children, aged 6 to 16 years, on the fitness component of strength.

They concluded that theír result, of over 50 percent of rhe American

children failing the strength tests, vras due to the high degree of

mechanization and lack of physical activity in our society. Possibly

the students in this investigation were simply lacking in the

development of upper body strength and endurance, and therefore, did

not have the ability to perform at a hígher standard in thís task, no

matter what motivational technique was applied.

Secondly, as discussed under the literature review, one of the

variables affecting the strength of motivation to achieve, as

m:nifesËed in the performance of an act, is the expectancy that a

performance will be follov¡ed by a consequence. The expectancy of

the consequence is related to the difficulty of the task, and the

accompanying chance to succeed, as influenced by onets past success

or failure in that given task. The author believes Ëhat, from

personal teaching experience, the flexed arm hang is a difficult task

for sËudents, especially for the female students, and that several

students have experienced failure wiËh this task in relation to its

norms. Atkinson (1957, 1958) theorized that when there is a 50:50

chance of succeeding, the motivation to achíeve is the strongest,

and the individual will work harder to achieve his goa1. However, as

the probability of success approaches a l0:90 chance, as the author

believes some students view their chances of success are with this

task, because of their background of failure, the strength of

notivation and effort decreases. Un1ess an "all-out" effort is put

forth by the particípant of a performance test as the flexed arm hang,
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the test is not valid.

Thirdly, the results of this study may have been different if

other motivational techniques were applied. Caskey (f968) concluded

that verbal motívation was not a significantly effective motivator

for increasing Èhe standing broad junp performance of children. He

speculaËed that possibly other motivatíonal techniques nay be needed

for that specific Ëask, which m:y also apply to the flexed arm hang

task. The task facing teachers is to find motivational techniques

thaË will arouse the individual to achieve the task at hand. Teachers

must be ar¡/are, that because of individual factors such as various

socioeconomic backgrounds, emotional reations, expectations, eÈc.,

there are not any speeific I'hard fast" rules; there ís noË one best

motivational technique for all students and all tasks.

Gates and Rissland (1923) tested 74 colLege students on a motor

coordínation task and a colour-naming Èest. The three experímental

groups r"¡ere verbal encouragement, verbal díscouragenent, and control.

I^IhÍle on1-y nine percenË of the subjecËs improved in both tests under

verbal encouragement, 50 percent of the subjecËs who improved in one

of the tests, under verbal encouragement, díd not improve in the

oEher test. These resulËs coíncide r,riËh the Ëheory that there is not

one best moÈivational techníque for all students and all Ëasks.

As discussed in the review of líterature, the Activation-

Arousal Theory of MoËivation suggesLs a curvilinear or inverted U

relationshíp between actívation and performance. As the individual's

arousal level increases from a state of deep sleep to high excitement,

there Ís a progressÍve increase in performance efficiency, but only

up Èo a certain or balanced point, afËer which an increase in arousal
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decreases performance (luffy, L962; Straub, L97B; Thornas & Ha1liwe1l,

L976) (see Figure 1). However, Martens (1977) states the problem with

the inverted U theory is rhe inability to measure precise points

along the arousal continuum. Oxendíne (1968) views thís as a probleu

for Èhe teacher, of knowing whether an individual's arousal ís at a

high or low level. The Yerkes-Dodson Law, as explaÍned by Fisher

(L976), ís used as a point of reference for Ëhe optínal arousal

levels of tasks. According Ëo Table 2 outlining the optimal arousal

levels for a varÍety of sporËs skills, the flexed arm hang test

requires a high level of arousal, listed as a number 5 on a scale of

1 to 5. Possibly Èhe uotivational techniques thaË were chosen for

thís study r47ere not stimulatíng enough to excite the individual to

a high leve1 of arousal.

Fourthly, while this invesËigatíon studied the effects of

motivation during a private performance of a physical skil1, that is,

only the teacher and sÈudent present, usually a physical fitness Èest

ís perforrned in front of the class in the school environment. Had

thÍs investigation studied the effecËs of the given moÈivatíonal

techniques, coupled with the realistj-c situation of an audience, Ëhe

resulËs mny have shown significance. The author believes, from

personal observaËíons of fitness testings, that spectat.ors enhance

the performânce of the particípant through vocal and emotional

support.

Nelson, D. (f963) concluded that, while a musical accompaníment

did not affect the perforrnance of subjects ríding the bicycle

ergometer, had he used music in conjunction with the presence of

others, hís result.s could have conceivably shoum a significant
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peTfoTmânce improvement .

Harvey (1970) concluded that team competition and level of

aspiraËion r¡/ere effectÍve in improving the performance of students in

three sporÈ skills; but he also suggested that. with people watching

and knowing a participantts perforrnance, that the participan¡ m¡y do

bett.er simply for his social status.

Sínger (1965) Èested 16 college athletes and non-athletes on a

st.abilometer. After practising three tríals privately, Ëhen

performing three trials before spectators, the non-aÈhletes performed

signifícantly better on two of the three trÍa1s in front of the

specËators, while the athletes díd not perform beËter in front of the

spectators. The non-athletes said that Ëhey were nervous, while the

athleËes said Ëhat they were not nervous ín front of the spectators.

Triplett (1898) concluded that the individual seems better able

to endure the paín of endurance activities when onlookers are present.

CratËy (1967) suggests that an audience can exeït an Ímportant

Ínfluence qualitatively and quantiÈaÈively upon the performerts

efforts.

Laird (1923) sums up the powerful influence of an audience in his

statement, "Many ganes are supposed to be won or lost by the remarks

of rhe fans" (p. 236) .

The specifíc motivational technique of musícal accompaniment

also díd not significantly affect performance in the studies by

Nelson, D. (1963)" Coutt (1965), and McCormick (L972). Nelson, D.

(1963) concluded that music did not have any favourable or unfavourable

effecËs on subjects ríding Èhe bicycle ergometer for 90 seconds.

Coutt (l-965) concluded thaÈ there r^ras no significant difference
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betr¿een the experimental groups and the control group for riding

speed on the bícyc1e ergometer. McCormíck (I972) concluded there

r¡ras no significant difference between the experímenËal groups and

the control group for distance travelled in 10 minutes on Ëhe

bícycle ergometer.

A possible reason for these last three sËudies not showing any

signifícant. difference in results, rnây be that musical accompaniments

do not affect tasks priuarily ínvolving the component of speed, as

relative to a specific task, to the extent that music affects

endurance skíl1s, as suggested by Chiprnanrs (7967) study on sít-ups,

Koschakrs (L975) study on push-ups, and Anshelrs (1976) study that

promoÈed endurance on the bicycle ergometer. However, this

explanatíon does not account for Dillonrs (L952) results thaË, under

musical conditions, subjects did inprove in their speed of swimming.

Dillon suggests, because swinming involves a rhythmical motion, that

rhythur-ical- music would increase onets speed in swiumning. Yet, one

would have thought that riding a bicycle also involves a rhythmical

moËion, and therefore rhythmÍcal music would increase onets speed in

cycling. The flexed arm hang is certainly not a task that can be

endured for as long a time as ridíng a bicycle ergometer, nor ís it

a Ëask that involves a rhythmical motion.

One must keep in mind Ëhough, the índividual psychological

variables and the environmental factors affecting perfornårrce results,

which include how one is stimulated by the specific selection of

music. CoutË (l-965) did suggest Ëhat hís results may have been

nonsignificant due to an incorrect selecËion of music. That may have

been the siËuaËion in this investigaËion.
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The review of literature strongly supports goal setting as an

effective motivational technique íncreasing performance. Cratty

(1968) and Mouly (1973) belíeve that because there is a strong need

for self-improvement and ego enhancement ín adolescents, especially

rriddle class boys, that goal setting can be effective in improving

performance. As shornm in Table 4 and Figure 3, the highesË mean

performance score was by Ëhe males in the goal setting group. Overall,

the goal setting group mean r,ras a very close second to the musícal

accompanÍment group mean. The explanatíons for the specific

Ëechnique of goaL setting not signíficantly affecting performance in

this sËudy, mây coincide r¿ith FesËingerrs (1957) theory of cognitive

díssonance, and the theory that the incentive value of aÈtaining the

goal affecËs perfornance (Atkinson, 1958, and Raynor, 7969).

Festingerrs (1957) theoryof cognitive dissonance suggests that

a public, as opposed Èo a private, declaration of a goal could

substantially influence performance. Once Èhe intenÈion Ëo perform

at a given level is idenËified publicly, it is more likely one will

follow up with Ëhe appropriate performance Ëo maintain cognitive

consistency and avoid feelings of díssonance. Brehn and Cohen (L962)

also suggest that goals pronounced in public lead to a higher motive

to achieve at a given task. Individuals realize failure will t.hreaËen

self-esteem, and therefore Ëhey are likely to increase Èheir

performance effort. In Èhis investigatíon, íf the subjects had Ëo

announce their goal in front of their peers, and perform in front of

them, possibly a greaEer number of subjecËs !üould have reached their

goal (65 percent reached their goal; see Appendix A1) , andfor there

would have been a signifícantly higher mean perfonllance score as
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compared to Ëhe other group mean perfortnance scores. Performing in

front of the experimenter may noË have been enough of a threat to

their self-est.eem. The effect of an audience was discussed earlíer

in this chapËer.

Atkínson (1958) states that the aÈtractiveness of atËaining the

goal, or the incentive value, must be taken into account when

motivaÈing performance. Mouly (f973) suggests that the goal the

individual sets for himself determine his relative success in

perfornance of the task and as a person. Success and failure are

meaningful only with reference to a target. Possibly attaíning

success in this investigation \.Ias not a meaningful experience for

Èhese students. Mouly states thaË goal setting can improve

performance as a means of attaining prestige and peer status. SËraub

(L978) states that the two strongest and most consistent incentives

for young athletes are affiliation and excellence. Affilíation can

be defined as being socíal1y reassured that one is acceptable and

worthwhile with friends. However, in this investigaËion there \^ras

not an audíence, just the experimenter. Therefore, there r¡Ias not an

opportunity for attaínment of prestige and peer status, nor could

the affilíation incentive have been a factor affecting performance.

The specific motivational technique of verbal encouragement also

díd not significantly affect performance in Èhe studÍes by Gates and

Rissland (1923), as discussed earlier in thÍs chapter, and Gerwitz

and Baer (1958), Caskey (1968), and Radlinskí (1975), as discussed

under the review of líterat.ure. Of special ínterest ís the study by

Radlinski on college r¡romen. She concluded that posítive verbal

motivation did not produce any signífÍcant difference ín the
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performance of the flexed arm hang. The explanatíons for verbal

encouragement not signíficantly affecting performance in this study,

may include the lack of tirne element, and rnay be explained by the

overj us tif ication hypothesis .

The investigator did not have enough time to use verbal

encouragement to the fullest extent for five of the female subjecÈs

(see Appendix A1). The femrle subjects numbered 2, 4, 5, B, and l0

performed for such a short period of tj-me that. the investigator was

not able to give all that much encourageuent. The longer períod of

time the subject performed the Èask, the more verbal encouragement

they receíved from the investigaËor. Therefore, while a sincere

efforÈ was made to m:ke use of four specific cormnents, as staËed ín

Chapter III, the frequency of the conrnenËs r¡ras greater for the

subjecÈs who performed a longer time period, Èhan those subjects r¡/ho

performed for a shorÈer time period.

The overjustification hypothesis states that a personts

intrinsic motivation to particÍpate ín an activiËy may be undermined

by inducing hím to engage in that activity for an extrinsic goal or

reward. Thomas and Halliwell (L966) suggest that through the grading

system, rewards, and, for exampl-e, the Canada Fítness badges in our

school physical education programs, vre are decreasing oners inÈrinsic

moËivation and strengthening the need for external rer,rards. However,

Thomas and Halliwell further add that extrinsic incentíves mây

effectively increase the inËerest in a given actívíty where the

attractiveness of Èhe activíty ís at a 1ow level, such as Ëhe flexed

a:m hang tesË.

The author of this study believes the flexed arm hang is an
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unpopular tesË vrith students, because of their continuous exposure to

the tesÈ year after year, and their background of failure' as

discussed earlier in this chapter. These students may have asked

Ëhemselves, "so whatrs in it for me?" Traditionally, from an athletic

viewpoint, motivaËion is often so1ely in extrinsÍc terms. Physical

educatoïs have ah^rays used avüards to encourage and motivate individual

improvement ín skíll development and physical fitness (Singer, f980).

As there I,ras not any material rewards to be received for a ttgoodtt

perforrnance, the students may not have given an trall-outtt effort.

Verbal encouragement nay not have been an effective extrinsic

motivat.oï; a rtstrongertt motivator, such as a naterial reward tnay have

produced different results for Ëhese sÈudents.

Anderson, Manoogian, and Rezníck (1976) found that while verbal

praise increased the amount of time preschool children sPent on doing

a drawing activity, aoney and a "good playert' ar¿ard produced a

preËest-to-posttest decrement in the amount of time spent doing the

activity. These auÈhors concluded that Ëheir lower socioeconomic

subjecËs saw the verbal encouragement as a genuine concerrl for them;

but if rniddle-c1ass subjects Inlere Èested, as in thís study' money

r¿ou1d have been required to improve the performance on the Èask.

Hypothesis Two

Hypothesis two, that the effect of the motÍvational technique ís

dependent upon the sex of the subject, could not be supported by the

results in Èhis investigation. The nonsignificant F staËistic of the

two-factor analysis of variance supported the null hypothesis that

there is no interaction effect betr,reen the sex of the subject, and the
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type of motivational technique used.

This result ís similar Ëo that found by Gerwitz and Baer (f958)

in their study of verbal encouragement on a motor skill game. In

their study, mnles and females vrere tested by a female experimenter.

The test of the sex by verbal encouragement technique inÈeraction

was nonsignificant.

A possible explanation for these nonsígnificant results could be

a large wiËhin group variance. In this investigation, Appendix A1

shows the varíabÍlíty in the scores of the sËudent.s recorded in tenths

of seconds. The Analysis of Variance Surunary Table, Table 4,

illustrates an overall estimate of 408.046 as Ëhe error variance.

This large error term may have masked any between group variance;

that is, to have a significant F statistic wiËh such a targe group

varÍance implies one ¡¿ould need a very large between group varíance.

The large within group variance in this study may be a resulË

of the heterogeneous sample. I^Iiner (1971) stated, "Because of the

large differences in experiences and backgrounds, the responses of

people Ëo the same experimental Ëreatment m¡y show relatívely large

variabilíty" (p. 261). The students at Sturgeon Creek School come

frou a wide geographical environmenÈa1 area, including all of St.

James-Assíniboia, Headingley, Brooklands, and other areas of tr{innipeg.

SËraub (1978) suggests thaË to ímprove Èhe predictabiliÈy and

account for behavioral variance in laboratory and field settings, one

rnajor qualification has been to acknowledge individual differences in

ability level, ski1l, and competence. Had this investigation Eested

the "athletesr', or the "non-ath1et.es", possibly the within group

variance would have have shown such a high score.
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Fisher (L979) rs study on swimmers, aged 10-13 years old, found

that there \^ras no sígníficant difference between the mean scores of

the experiemntal group thaË used a videotape recorder as a motivator,

and the conËrol group. Fisher tested and compared their swÍmming

speed on the front crawl, as well as theír knowledge of the mechanics

of the stroke. He concluded Ëhat one of Èhe reasons for his non-

signif ícant Tesult \,Ias t.hat the sample rtas not a homogeneous group.

Even though the theories by researchers such as Veroff, I,Iilcox

and Atkínson (1953), Lefcourt (L966), and Straub (1978), suggest that

the related learning experiences of males and females may be different

enough so ÈhaË Èhe same cues in the environnent may have

differential motívating effects on the t\,/o sexes, and thaË males and

females differ in their need for stimulating achi-evement behavior,

our knowledge about females and their need for achieveuent is

lacking. McClelland and Steele (1973) sËate that theory largely

confines its empírical support Èo research r+ith males, because of the

scarcity, ambiguity, and inconclusiveness of empirical findings on

femnle subjects.

In closing¡ âs an investigatorr one must remember thaË

statístical error is inevitable in any study. Glass and Stanley

(1970) sÈated, "In testing any statistical hypothesis the

researcherts decísion that the hypothesis is true or that iË is false

is never made wíth certainty; he always runs a risk of rnaking an

incorrect decision" (p. 275). Edwards (L972) further \^tarns Èhat,

trNo single experiment can establish absolute proof of falsity of the

null hypothesis no matter how improbable the outcome of the experíment

is under the null hypothesis" (p. 2L). In Ëhís invesËigaËion, a
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najor delirnitation was the use of only one t.rial score. To obtain a

true score, nany trials should be taken and Ëhe scores averaged.

Possíbly, Martens (L977) sums up our lack of knowledge as to the

relationship between moËivation and performance, due Èo the

variability and díscrepancy amongst invest.igaËors, with this

s fatement,

Inle know litt1e about what aspects of performance are affected by

various levels of arousal; we are naive about the influence of

diverse sources of arousal on various motor tasks; and, r,'¡e have

1ittle understanding of the role of individual differences.

(p. I27)



CHÄPTER V

SIßIVfARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND R.ECOMMENDATIONS

Sumnary

I'To consider the subject of motivation is, in the end to ask

ourselves the meaning of man, and why he does the things he does"

(Fabrin, 1968, p. 3).

The purpose of thís study I¡ras Èo investigate the effects of

Èhree motivational techniques, specifícally, musical accompaniment'

goal settíng, and verbal eneouragemenË, upon high school studenËsl

performance on a selected physical fitness test, the flexed arm hang.

In addition, the interacting effects between Ëhe sex of the subject

and the specifíc moËivational Ëechnique were assessed

The subjects for Èhis investigation consisted of 40 males and 40

females randomly selected from the students enrolled in the 1980 to

1981 second semesÈer physical education classes at Sturgeon Creek

Regional Secondary School. The random samples ¡¿ere drav,¡n from a

populatíon of 139 fe-ale students and 225 male students.

The subjects in each of the sample groups of 40 girls and 40 boys

were randornl y assigned to one of the following treatments: musical

aceompaníment, goal setÈing, verbal encouragemenÈ, and control.

The t.ask in this investigation \^las a physícal fitness test'

measuring upper body strengËh and endurance, called the flexed arm

hang. The purpose of this test was to sustain the sËart position for

as long a period of time as possible. The st.art position was a bent

80
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arm hang grasp of a bar, wiËh Palms

width apart, eyes leve1 with Ëhe bar'

bar.

tor¡ard the face,

and the face not

hands shoulder

touching the

The Ëwo independent variables were type of motÍvaËional technique,

which included the four treatments of musical accompaniment, goal

seÈÈing, verbal encouragement, and control, and the sex variable.

The dependent variable was a performance in front of the exPerimenËer'

on the flexed arm hang, scored in Ëenths of seconds.

A two-factor analysis of variance was used to test the hypothesis

that the effect of the motívational technique is dependent upon the

sex of the subject. To test the hypothesis thaË any mot,ivatíonal

technique improves Ëhe performance of both mele and female subjects'

as compaïed Ëo no motivational technique on a selected physical

fitness task, t tests vlere computed on all possible pairs of group

performance means. The .05 level of significance was chosen as the

criterion for the rejection of or the faílure to reject the nu1l

hypothesis.

The following results were obtained from the analysís of Èhe

daËa:

l. The analysis of variance F test of the sex by motivaËional

techníque interactior r." nonsignifícant at the .05 level of

significance. Therefore, the null hypothesis that there is no

ínteraction effect bett¡een Ëhe sex of the subject and the type of

motivational Èechnique used r{as not rejected.

2. The t tests on all possible pairs of means vüere rlonsignificant

aÈ the .05 leve1 of signifícance. Therefore, the null hypothesis

Èhat the performance on the flexed arm hang ís not sígnificanÈly
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differenË for anyone of the four groups as compared to another group

I^las not rejected.

3. An assessment of Table 3 and Figure 3 presentíng the means and

sËandard deviations for the sex by motivational technique design,

shor¿s that the goal setting group produced the híghesË Eean score for

males at 7L.980, while the musícal accompaniment group produced the

highest mean score for femnles at 45.870. The verbal encouragement

group produced the lowest mean score for both the male subjects at

61.880 and the female subjecÈs at 23.550. The musical accompaniment

group and the goal setting group produced the highest overall mean

scores of 56.940 and 56.025 respectively. The lowesÈ overall mean

score was performed by the verbal encouragement group at 42.7I5.

Conclus ions

lJíthin the linitatíons and Ëhe purpose of this study, the

following conclusions can be draum for this investigation:

t. There ís no significant difference in the perfonnance of an

índivídual executing the flexed arm hang for any one of the

moËivational techniques, musical accompaniment, goal setting, or

verbal encouragement., as compared to each other or Ëo no uotivational

technique.

2. The sex of the individual and Ëhe type of motÍvational technique

used do not interact to affect performance of the flexed arm hang.

3. The goal setting group produced the highest mean performance

score for t.he meles; the musícal accompanimenÈ group produced the

highest mean perfornance score for the females.

4. The musical accompaninent group produced the highest overall mean
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performance score; the verbal encouragement group produced the lowesË

overall mean performance score.

5. There does not appear to be any one best. motívat.ional Èechnique

for all students and all tasks.

6. Both intrinsic and exËrinsic incentives can and should be used as

moËivating Èechníques in physical fitness test,s.

7. The student.rs motivation to perform at his/her optimal 1evel is a

tremendous responsibility for the teacher. The teacherrs behaviors

and attitudes act as a releaser and reinforcer of moËives.

8. There are numerous psychological and envj-ronuental factors that

affect perfonnance, and influence how motivational techniques affect

performance.

Recommendations

The following recomnendations are made, based on the findings

derived from this sÈudy:

1. Teacher education should include courses on tthow to motivatett, so

Ëhat teachers mãy learn the different motivatj-onal Èechniques and the

facËors affecting motivation.

2. Practitioners in the field of educaÈion should be constantly

updating their knowledge of motivation and performance, by studying

the recent research and attending professional ínservices on Èhe

topic.

3. Teachers should be aware that various socioeconomic backgrounds,

with different expectations of achievement, bring students together at

school. Careful consideration should always be given to Èhe

índividual variables that affect motívation and physical performance,
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for example, psychological characteristics, needs, sex, age' fitness

1eve1, etc., as well as the situaÈional variables, for example, the

type of task and type of motivational technique.

4. Teachers should be willing Ëo use, and have at their access' a

number of different motívatíonal techniques, both inËrínsic and

exËrinsic in nature , at arLy given tíme in their classes.

5. For Ëhe índividual ¡¿ho possesses a Poor attitude Ëowards, and low

achievement motivaLíon in physical acËivíty and fitness, the teacher

should strive Ëo obÈaín an understanding of the characreristics of high

need achievers and the motivatíonal techniques that can enhance Ëhis

need.

6. FurËher research is needed on the topíc of moËivation and physical

performance, tesËing different motivaËional techniques, various

physical skill tests, and consídering the factors of age, sex' the

homogeneity of Ëhe sample, the socíoeconomíc background of the

subjects, and the indívidual psychologícal characËeristics.

7. A repeat investígatíon of this study needs to be done, with peers

watching the tesËing procedure, since the majority of physícal fitness

Èests in school are performed in front of an audíence.

8. Although the results of this investÍgation v¡ere nonsignificant at

Ëhe .05 1eve1 of sígnificance, there seems to be an indication that

two of Ëhe specific motivational techniques did affect the performance

on the flexed arm hang. The mean perfoflnance scores for the musical

accompaníment group and Ëhe goal setting group I^lere greater than the

mean perforïnance score for the control grouP. Any significant effect

aÈ Ëhe .05 leve1 of significance may have been cancelled out by

cerÈain psychological, physícal, and envíronmental fact.ors tha¡

affect performance, and influence the way moËívational techniques
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affect peïformance. Therefore, do not necessarily discount the

motivational techniques of musical accompaniment., goal setting' and

verbal encouragement foï increasíng the performance of a physical

task.

9. Consider that the level of significance for retenËion of, or

rejection of the nu1l hypothesis was at .05. Thís figure means, that

for a given motivational technique Ëo sÍgnificanËly improve the

perfornance of the flexed arm hang tesË over another technique, 95

percent of the subjects would have had to improve their performance.

Concerning the educatíonal applícability, this percentage need not

be as great as ít. is. One might consider using a moËivaËional

technique that improved Èhe performance of a student ín a given task

if at least 75 percent (.25 level of significance) of the subjects

ímproved their perfornance. Hovrever, keep in mind that. when one

decreases the chances of Type I error (rejecting a true hypothesís)

by íncreasing the level of significance from.05 to .25, there is an

increase in the probability of Type II erlor (acceptíng a false

hypothesis).
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Appendix Al

Score in Tenths of Seconds by Students in Each GrouP

Musical

Accompanirnent

Group

Goal

Settíng
a

GrouP

1.

,

J.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

o

10.

1.

,

3.

4.

5.

6"

7.

8.

o

10.

Males

54.5

87 .0

60. 0

82.2

69.0

' 51.4

103 .4

34.0

70.8

67 .B

es. o (e5)

sl.0 (70)

63.2 (6s)

s0.s (40)

100.4 (e0)

s6.3 (4s)

49.4 (so)

104.0 (100)

60.0 (60)

e0.0 (e0)

their goal.

Èhe goal stated

Temales

44.r

63.0

42.s

43.0

45 .1

59. 0

10.0

42.0

54.0

56.0

76.0 (70)

33.0 (30)

rl. o (10)

61.0 (60)

60.2 (s0)

3s.s (s0)

47 .o (40)

17.0 (30)

s6. o (60)

4.0 (s)

NoËe. Thirteen students reached

tN.mb.t" in parenthesis indicaÈe by each studenÈ.
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Verbal

Encouragement

Group

ConËrol

Group

1.

,)

3.

5.

6.

7.

8.

o

10.

1.

I

.).

4.

5.

6.

7.

B.

o

10.

MaIes

55.0

7 6.0

50. 7

64.5

9r.4

22.0

104.5

66.2

63.0

25.5

63.2

64.0

s9 .4

30.0

70.6

63.0

99.2

43.4

63. s

7L.4

Females

42.6

L2.2

27.2

7.5

l-5.0

40.2

25.0

t7.o

42.8

6.0

19 .0

57 .O

4.6

L7 .O

s4.4

43.6

L9.2

34 .0

60.0

24.4
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Appendix 81

Two-Factor Analysís of Variance

Research Hypothesis: The effect of the mo¿ivaËional technique ís

dependent upon Ëhe sex of the subject, relative to the

perforrnance on the flexed arm hang test.

Statistical Hypothesis :

Ho: no interaction effect between A x B

Test Statístic:

MSA*B
k'=-- MS-Error

rrhere MS = mean square

AxB=sexxmotivation

Error = error within

Decisíon Rule: The nu11 hypothesís mâY be rejected for o < .05 with

. 3,72 df if T > 2.74

Computations: A ST43 Stats on Line coroputer Program was done. Table

3 surmarizes the two-factor analysis of variance.

MSA * B 223.737
MS- = 4¡E;¡r46l1rror

= 0.5483131

Decision: The null hypothesis m.ay not be rejected.
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Conclusion: There is no significant ínteraction effect beËween the

sex of the subject and the motivational ËechnÍque, relative to

the performance in the flexed arm hang tesË.
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Appendix Cl

Pairwise Comparison Procedure

Test Statístic:

x.. - x..1
JJ

nt{s
/ ----pooled

/ n.
J

where X., = the mean of any gïoup,
J

X.,1 = the mean of any group
J

,.LwnereJfJ,

ssErtot + ssAB

dfutrot + dfAB

29379.355 + 677.2]-1
72+3

30050.566
75

= 400 .6742L,

and n. = total number of scores in any group mean (n. = 20)
JJ

Decision Rule: The nu1l hypothesis may be rejected for - < .05 if

t > 2.633 (df 4, 75)

2.633 Tukeyrs .05 criterion for 4 and 75 degrees of freedom

/T

(3.724)

,E

MSpooled
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Appendix C2

Pairwise Comparison Computations :

Musical Accompaniment Versus Goal Setting Technique

Research Hypothesís: The performance on the flexed arm hang will not

be sígnificantly different in the group utilizing musical

accompaniment as opposed to the group utilizing the goal

setting teehnique.

Statistical Hypothesis :

Ho: i.t = i.,

Hi: x., + x.,

Computations:

56.940 - 56.025

Decision:

.915

/40 ß674

.9r5
6 .3298815

0.1445525

The null hypothesis may

B0r .348
20

not be rejected.
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Conclusíon: The perfor ^nce on the flexed arm hang ís not significant-

ly different in the group utilizing musical accompanínent as

opposed to the group utilízing the goal setting teehnique.
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Appendíx C3

Pairwise Comparíson CompuËations :

Musical Accompaniment Versus Verbal Encouragement Technique

Research HypoËhesis: The performance on the flexed arm hang will not

be significantly different in the group utilizing musical

accompaníment as opposed Ëo the group utilizing Èhe verbal

encouragement technique.

Statistical Hypothesis :

Ho: i., = i.,

Hi: x., + x.,

ComputaËíons:

X._ - t"'1 .-^'3- 6.32988L5

s6.940 - 42.7L5
6.3298815

L4.22s= 6.32988].5

= 2.2472774

Decisíon: The null hypothesis may not be rejected.

Conclusion: The perfornance on Èhe flexed arm hang is not signí-

ficantly different in the grouP utilizíng musical accompaniuent

as opposed to the group uËilizing the verbal encouragement

Ëechnique.
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Appendix C4

Pairwíse Comparison Computations :

Musical Accompaníment Versus Control Technique

Research Hypothesis: The performance on the flexed arm hang will not

be significantly different in the group uËilizing musical

accompaniment as opposed to the control group -

Statistical Hypothesis :

Ho: i., = i.a

Hi: x., t x.O

ComputaÈions:

x._ - x,-'1 '-' 4- 6.3298815

s6.940 - 48.035
6 .3298815

8.905= 6.3298815

' - f.4068193

Decision: The null hypothesis may not be rejected.

Conclusion: The perforttrance on the flexed arm hang is not

significantly different in the group utilízing musical

accompaniment as opposed to the control group.
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Appendix C5

Pairwise Comparison Computations:

Goal Setting Versus Verbal Encouragement TechnÍque

Research Hypothgsis: The performance on the flexed arm hang wíl1 not

be significantly different in the group utilízing goal setting

as opposed to the group utilizing the verbal encouragement

technique.

Statistical Hypothesis :

Ho: i., = i.,

Hí: X.^ + x.^¿5

Computations:

X.^ - x"'2 "'3
" 6.32988L5

56.025 - 42.7L5
6 .3298815

13.31= 6.3298815

= 2.1027249

Decision: The null hypothesís may not be rejected.

Conclusion: The performance on the flexed arm hang ís noË

signifieantly different in the group utilizing goal setting as

opposed Èo the group utilizíng the verbal encouragement technique.
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Appendix C6

Pairwise Comparison Computations:

Goal Setting Versus Control Technique

Research Hypothesís: The performance on the flexed arm hang will not

be significantly different in the group utilizing goal settíng

as opposed to the control group.

Statistíca1 Hypothesis :

Ho: i.z=i.+

Hi: x.^ + x.,z4

Computations:

X.^ - X.,z4- 6.329881s

56.025 - 48.035
6.3298815

7 .99= 6.3298815

= L.2622669

Decisíon: The null hypothesís may not be rejected.

Conclusíon: The perfornance on the flexed arm hang is not

signifícantly dífferent in Èhe group uÈilizing goal seÈting as

opposed to the control group.
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Appendix C7

Pairwise Comparison Cornputations :

Verbal Encouragement Versus Control Technique

Research Hypothesis: The performance on the flexed arm hang will not

be signifícantly different in the group utilizing verbal

encouragement as opposed to the control group.

Statistical Hypothesis :

Ho: i., = i.O

Hi: x.3 + x.4

Computations:

x.^ - x-"3 -" 4- 6.32988L5

42.7L5 - 48.035
6.3298875

- _ 5.32
6.3298815

- - 0.840458

Decision: The nuIl hypothesis rnay not be rejected.

Conclusion: The performance on the flexed arm hang is not

sígnificantly different in the group uËilizing verbal

encouragemenÈ as opposed to the control group.


